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CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES

The conference Objectives were:
1.

Share experiences, progress and challenges facing the management of secondary schools
in Kenya in the face of reforms taking place in the education sector and the country in
general

2.

Offer a forum for discussions and presentations meant to build principals’ capacity in
management of secondary schools and teachers in particular

3.

Provide principals with relevant information through presentations by experts to enable
them lead balanced lives

4.

Election of National Executive Council office bearers

5.

Recognition and awarding of outstanding principals and teachers

38th
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PREAMBLE

T

he conference was attended by 7,100 principals from both public and private secondary schools. This was the
highest attendance recorded in the history of KSSHA’s conference. It was also attended by invited guests who
included senior officers from the Ministry of Education and related institutions, representatives of sponsors,
motivational speakers, leaders of teacher unions and politicians.

The programme consisted mainly of presentations by invited guests who focused on different areas in regard:
Devolution and secondary education management
Impact of Education reforms in Teacher Management
Transforming Teacher Management
The role of the teacher in Green Africa village
Stress management
Disaster management
After each presentation, the sessions were opened for interaction between the principals and speakers. Most of the
interactions were principals asking questions and the speakers responding.
On 16th June, 2013, the National Governing Council held its meeting, during which the election of the National Executive
Council was conducted. The following were elected and consequently inaugurated to the office on 21st June, 2013:
Name
Designation
Region
County
School
1. Mr. John Awiti
2. Mr. Indimuli Kahi Alfred
3. M/s. Grace W. Watuku
4. Mr. Ibrahim Hassan
5. Mr. Stephen Njoroge
6. Mr. Amos Kibet Cherono
7. Mr. Lewis Mwirigi
8. Mr. Julius Ngondo
9. Mr. Justus Maragara
10. Mrs. Juliana Kirui
11. Mrs. Lilian M. Mwema
12. Mrs. Mary S. Chitechi
13. Mrs. Bertha Omanya
14. Mr. Enos Jilo Mwaruka
15. Mr. Ibrahim Abdullahi
16. Mrs. Eunice Nyambane
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National Chairman
National V/Chairman
National Secretary
National Ass. Secretary
National Treasurer
National As. Treasurer
National Org. Secretary
Assistant Org. Secretary
National prog Co-coordinator
Student Council
POYA/TOYA Coordinator
Gender Representative
Gender Representative
Trustee Chairman
Trustee Member
Trustee Member
38th

Lake Region
Nzoia Region
Aberdare
North-Eastern
metropolitan
Nakuru
Eastern
Coast
Aberdare
Nakuru
Eastern
Nzoia
Metropolitan
Coast
North Eastern
Lake region

Siaya
Kakamega
Kirinyaga
Mandera
Nairobi
Baringo
Meru
Kilifi
Laikipia
Kericho
Kitui
Bungoma
Nairobi
Mombasa
Garissa
Nyamira

St. Mary’s School Yala
Chavakali Boys High School
Mugumo Girls High Schoolm
Sheikh Ali High School
Moi Forces Academy
Rasoga Sec. Sch.
Kaaga Boys Sec.
Majaoni Kilifi
St. Judes Nturukuma Sec. Sch.
Kipsigis Girls High
Kyamathyaka Sec. Sch.
Bishop Sulumeti Girls Sec. Sch.
St. Geoges Girls
Moi Forces Academy Mombasa
Sankuri Sec. Sch.om
Kiabiraa Sec. Sch.
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CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS

After five days of the conference, the following resolutions were
arrived at by the principals:
1.

The Government to first track the appointment of TSC commissioners to enable it undertake its
mandate effectively.

2.

The Government to provide funds to TSC to employ more teachers.

3.

We support the Government Policy on laptops for schools. However, every effort must be put in
place to ensure the security and maintenance of the equipment.

4.

We commit to provide child friendly schools by ensuring a healthy and safe learning environment.

5.

The Ministry of Education Science and Technology to factor a specific figure in the Administration
Vote Head to cater for Board of Management Operations as per Section 63 of the Basic Education
Act.

6.

The Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development to review the curriculum to align it to Vision 2030
and the Constitution.

7.

The Ministry of Education Science and Technology to channel bursary directly to schools to ensure
fair distributions to needy students.

8.

The Kenya National Examinations Council to register candidates in the year they are sitting the
exams.

9.

The Principal will be accountable to the Ministry of Education Science and Technology through the
Board of Management.

10.

The Capitation for free Secondary Education must be increased and the disbursement of the same
streamlined within the School Calendar.

11.

Students will be involved in the management of schools through the student councils.

12.

The Ministry of Education takes up Capacity Building of students leaders as a co-curricular activity,
hence include it in its budget.

13.

The Teachers Service Commission recognizes and appreciate winners of POYA and TOYA at all
levels of competition.

14.

KSSHA to partner with Teachers Service Commission to develop a structured system for in-service
programme for Teachers.

15.

We commit to make KSSHA a professional body.

38th
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KSSHA CHAIRMAN REPORT

Govt support needed to

K

SSHA is a professional association that has
been in existence since 1961 and is comprised
of all principals of secondary schools in Kenya.
This conference is one of the biggest education
forums in the country where we interrogate and propose
policy issues for a better way forward. On that regard we
would like to highlight some of our concerns.
1.

The absence of the Teachers Service Commissioners
is hurting the democratic rights of teachers. Without
the commissioners, teachers cannot be promoted.
Discipline matters cannot be disposed off. It is important that the government appoint the commissioners
as soon as practically possible.

2. The shortage of teachers in the Kenya Secondary
Schools is worrying. We are aware that teacher management is the prerogative of TSC but the magnitude
of the problem need concerted effort to convince the
government to allocate more funds to TSC so that the
shortage of teachers can be addressed. The shortage is compromising the quality of education being
provided in our schools. There are some schools that
have engaged more than 10 BOG teachers to help fill
in the gap. There are cases where unqualified teachers are engaged due to lack of funds in schools.
3. The current Secondary Schools Curriculum is outdated having been reviewed last in 2002. The KICD
should revise the curriculum to include among other
issues;
Vision 2030
ICT
Constitution
4. The free secondary Education capitation of
Kshs.10,265 per student is inadequate. This figure was
set over 10 years ago. The costs of learning materials
and services have increased over the years. Personal
emoluments always increase. The government should
review this figure with an intention of increasing it
appropriately. The disbursement of this money is very
irregular. The agreed schedule of 50:30;20 should be
retained.
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5. The new Basic Education Act has some emerging
issues that need to be addressed. The remuneration
of the members of the board of management should
be captured in the FSE capitation to avoid disparities
among schools. Members of the Board of Management should not be restricted to the counties where
the schools are situated especially in national schools.
In the act the students a member of the B.O.M and
the principal is only the secretary. The principal is
therefore subordinate to the student.
6. We applaud the government in its new policy to provide computers to schools. This is good gesture that
will actualize the Vision 2030. However, the government should consider building laboratories for the
storage and security of these equipments.
There is no well structured system for capacity building
for teachers in this country. Teachers need regular in
service training to develop skills and attitudes that are
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realize desired results

needed to cope with the current trends in Education.
7. As an Association we feel that there is need to channel the government bursary funds directly to the
schools. This will ensure fair distribution to all new
students. We believe it is the schools through the
teachers that know the needy students and hence the
ability and administer the bursary effectively.
8. Education is a sensitive sector where nearly everybody is a stakeholder. Wider consultation on major
policy matters is very important. The new policy of
registering Form 3 students before they become
candidates is creating administrative challenges in
schools.
i.

A good number of students will not pay boarding
school fees once they are registered.

ii. Some students will disappear and reappear in school
just to sit for the examination.
38th

We request KNEC to seek common ground and workable
solutions.
9. The devolved system of administration is facing a lot
of challenges. The infighting between some MOE and
TSC county directors is a matter of concern. There is
need for harmony and sanity in the management of
Education. Teachers are the bearer of the burden in
areas where there is infighting.
10. We want to thank the government for the operationalizing the student’s council in the mainstream school
management. Students Councilor’s should be trained
to handle various challenges aspects like peacebuilding, peer and counselling, life skills and HIV/AIDS
in school and in the local communities. The Ministry
of Education should sponsor the council activities the
way it is done to the other co-curricular activities like
games, sports, drama, music etc.
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GODIA SPEECH 1

No teacher should be left
by the digital train

T

he annual conference for head teachers of
secondary schools provides an opportunity
for head teachers to converge and engage in a
conversation that interrogates critical issues in the
Education Sector and ultimately suggest solutions to the
challenges facing the sector.
The theme of this year’s conference is indeed a clear
manifestation of the gravity of teacher management in
the education sector. Teachers are an important resource
in the teaching learning process and their training and
utilization requires careful consideration.
The underlying objective of teacher development and
utilization is to equip teachers with the requisite communication skills, professional attitudes and values that will
enable them identify and develop the educational needs
of the child.
Over the years, teacher development and utilization has
faced a number of challenges which included:
i) Discrepancy between theory and practice particularly
in pre-primary education where the theory emphasized on the total development of a child while the
practice zeroed in on academic work
ii) The content of the entire curricula in primary teacher
education is too wide to cover while there is little
coverage of emerging issues such as HIV/AIDS and
the utilization of ICT in teaching and learning.
iii) Teacher education for secondary level is hampered
by the more often large classes at the universities and
the lack of adequate middle level colleges offering
teacher education for secondary schools. It is also
common knowledge that those who train to become
teacher do it as a last resort.
iv) Teacher utilization has also been facing the challenge
of unplanned teacher recruitment to public schools
which affect the deployment of teachers and thus a
distorted distribution.
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Apart from the above mentioned challenges, recent
reforms in education demand that the 21st century
teacher must be transformed so as to remain relevant.
These reforms have been necessitated by the following
changes:
i) The enactment of the 2010 Constitution where several key articles impacted on the way teachers were
to carry out their business key being the Bill of Rights
which provided for the rights of the child. The rights
included free and compulsory basic education, protection from abuse, neglect, all forms of violence and
inhuman treatment and punishment. The Constitution
also re-affirms the youth’s right to relevant education
and training under Article 55.
ii) The provisions on persons with disabilities entitle
such persons to access educational institution and
facilities that are compatible with their interests. It
is therefore the duty of the teacher to be aware of
special needs and provide for them in schools accordingly.
iii) In Article 42, every person has a right to a clean and
healthy environment, schools inclusive. The safety
and health requirements for a school must be adhered to.
iv) Teachers are without doubt leaders. It is therefore
important that they eschew the guiding principles of
leadership that include selfless service based solely
on public interest where honesty, accountability,
discipline and commitment are central.
v) The Basic Education Act of 2013 under part five
provides for free and compulsory basic education.
Subsequent provisions in this part will re-define the
way teachers will interact with their learners. For instance the ban on holiday tuition, tuition fees and the
provision that no child shall be denied admission to
any public school are but some of the radical changes
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in teacher management.
vi) The values and principles of public service apply to the teaching profession as envisaged in the
Constitution of Kenya article 232 (2). It is therefore
expected that teachers will uphold high standards of
professional ethics while at the same time ensuring
responsive, prompt, effective, impartial and equitable
provision of services.
The 21st century teacher must be transformed so as to be
part of the cogs in the wheels that will drive this country
to achieve Vision 2030. This is a Vision that demands the
country produces a labour force that is highly skilled and
globally competitive so as to transform this country into a
38th

newly industrialized country by 2030.
This duty lies with the teacher. It is therefore imperative
that the teacher adopts new pedagogical skills that are
technologically oriented so as to produce such a graduate.
The role of ICT in this case is critical in teaching and
learning. It should not be lost that through ICT the reach
in terms of access has been expanded through open and
distance learning. The modern teacher has no choice but
to join the digital bandwagon.
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MASESE SPEECH

Education mangement
under the new constitution

I

t is with great delight that I participate in the 38th
Kenya Secondary Schools Heads Association Annual
Delegates Conference. The opportunity to grace this
occasion though humbling is quite gratifying since
it accords us a rare opportunity to meet and share our
triumphs and challenges on matters critical to our day-today undertaking as managers of education and this way,
best practices are able to permeate the education sector
with ease. Sharing difficulties though at times viewed as
un-desirous has the power to inspire people to take action that will make the situation better. It therefore should
not be lost on those of us who are congregated here and
who urguably constitute a group of stakeholders bearing
the greatest responsibility in achievement of national
goals of education and other national aspirations that
every moment should be fully exploited in our quest to
get it right for our country Kenya.
The theme of this conference ‘Transforming Teacher
Management’ could not have come at a better time. This
is because the Kenyan education sector, just like the rest
of the country is in the middle of transformation occasioned by the promulgation of the Kenyan Constitution in
2010. Consequently, a raft of legislation and other critical
policies designed to guide the sector have been put in
place and others are in the process of being developed. It
therefore behooves today’s education managers to keep
themselves abreast with the new policies so as to be effective in their management roles.
Education managers have to appraise themselves with
the new developments in the policy front. My challenge to
participants in this conference therefore is to ask them to
make the most of this rare opportunity that is designed to
stimulate interest towards delving into the new national
policies.
Ladies and gentlemen, turning to my specific topic of the
day ‘Devolution and Secondary Education Management’
our principled legislation, the Kenya Constitution 2010
clearly stipulates that there should be effective public
participation in every facet of public management as a
way of creating a just, open and accountable society.
It seeks to promote the people’s participation in the
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governance of the country through democratic, free and
fair elections and the devolution and exercise of power
and further ensures the full participation of the people
in the management of public affairs. This has become a
reality with the promulgation of the Constitution 2010
and is evident in the way public appointments are carried
out. We have consequently witnessed vetting of all public
appointees.
Is this constitutional demand relevant to secondary
education management? The answer is yes! Article 10
(1) (c) of the Constitution states that the national values
and principles of governance in this Article bind all State
organs, State officers, public officers and all persons
whenever any of them makes or implements public policy
decisions. Among the national values and principles
include:(i) Patriotism,
(ii) National Unity,
(iii) Sharing and Devolution of Power,
(iv) The Rule of Law,
(v) Democracy and Participation of the People,
(vi) Inclusiveness Protection of the Marginalised,
(vii) Good Governance,
(viii) Integrity
(ix) Transparency and Accountability.
It is therefore necessary for managers of secondary
schools to be guided by the above principles in all their
day-to-day management of institutions. Critically, vital
processes such as appointment of members of Boards
of Management, and prefects should be participatory,
inclusive, transparent and accountable. Additionally, those
appointed to positions of leadership in management of
education at all levels are expected to pass the integrity
test. There should be evidence that all the above principles have been adhered to otherwise the whole process
may be contested on account of their constitutionality
At the national level, functions of the state are shared
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between the national and the county governments. The
fourth schedule of the constitution sets out the functions
and powers of the national and the county governments
respectively. Functions of the national government
include:
i) Education policy, standards, curricula, examinations
and the granting of university charters;
ii) universities, tertiary educational institutions and other
institutions of research and higher learning and primary schools, special education, secondary schools
and special education institutions;
iii) Promotion of sports and sports education.
Functions of the County Government in the Education
Sector on the other hand include: Pre-primary education,
village polytechnics, homecraft centres and childcare
facilities.
However, the national government is not to perform its
functions to the exclusion of the County government. This
is because Article 6 (2) of the Constitution is clear that
although the governments at the national and county
levels are distinct, they are inter-dependent, they are thus
expected to conduct their mutual relations on the basis
of consultation and cooperation. As such, management
of secondary education as indeed the other functions of
the national government shall be a co-operative and consultative effort of both the national and county government. The same shall apply to the execution of functions
assigned to the county governments.
The following objects and principles of devolution as
provided in Article 174 of the Constitution are important in
guiding decision making of any education manager keen
on applying contemporary principles of management:
(a) To promote democratic and accountable exercise of
power;
(b) To foster national unity by recognizing diversity;
(c) To give powers of self-governance to the people
and enhance the participation of the people in the
exercise of the powers of the State and in making
decisions affecting them;
(d) To recognize the right of communities to manage
their own affairs and to further their development;
(e) To protect and promote the interests and rights of
minorities and marginalised communities;
(f) To promote social and economic development and
the provision of proximate, easily accessible services
throughout Kenya;
38th

(g) To ensure equitable sharing of national and local
resources throughout Kenya;
(i) To enhance checks and balances and the separation
of powers.
In compliance with the Constitutional demands, the
Ministry of education has enacted the Basic Education
Act 2013. This Act is laden with devolved management
practices. For instance, it creates several boards with clear
mandates which though distinct, complement each other
in achievement of education goals. These boards are:
i) The National Education Board
ii) The County Education Boards
iii) The Sub-County education Boards
iv) School’s Boards of Management
v) Parents Association and
vi) Student Councils
The functions of the National Education Board is to advise
the Cabinet Secretary, the department of education and
related departments on policy matters in respect to:–
(a) Collaboration with the Quality Assurance and Standards Council, Teachers Service Commission and with
other stakeholders to promote standards in basic
education and training;
(b) Working with all relevant authorities and agencies to
ensure that all the barriers to the right to quality education are removed and that the National and County
governments facilitate the realization of the right to
education by all Kenyans;
(c) Initiation of guidelines for approval by the Cabinet
Secretary on the establishment of basic education
institutions;
(d) Putting measures in place to ensure all children
attend and remain in school to complete basic education requirements;
(e) Putting measures to ensure, where applicable, transition to the next level of education, especially for the
vulnerable and marginalized children;
Functions of the County Education Boards on the other
hand include:
(a) Coordination and monitoring education and training
in the County on behalf of the national and county
government;
(b) Planning, promotion, development, and coordina-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

3) Discipline of students

tion of education, training and research in the county
in accordance with the provisions of this Act, the
national education policy and the laws and policies of
the county government;
(c) Collaboration with the Board of Management, the
Principal, the Head Teacher, and other appropriate
authorities in the management of basic schools

4) Preparation and submission of a comprehensive
school termly and annual report
The Sub-County Education Boards shall subsequently be
appointed by County Education Boards in consultation
with National Education Board and relevant stakeholders.
This will have clear functions and powers.

(d) Registration and maintaining of a data bank of all
education and training institutions within the county

In the Basic Education Act notable changes aimed at devolving education management functions and promotion
of democratic and accountable exercise of power include:

(e) Monitoring curriculum implementation in basic education in the county

i) Appointment of BoMs and registration of schools
shall be done by the County Education Boards

(f) Collaborating with the Teachers Service Commission
on teacher management within the county
(g) preparation and submission of a comprehensive
school termly and annual report including Educational Management Information System data to the
Cabinet Secretary on all areas of its mandate including education and training services, curriculum, policy
implementation and school based audit report within
the County
(h) Co-coordinating with all relevant agencies to ensure
that all the barriers to the right to quality education are removed and with National Government to
facilitate realization of the right to education within
the county
(i) Putting measures in place to ensure all children and
youth of school going age within the county attend
and stay in school to complete basic education
It is important to note here that a number of functions
have been devolved to the county and shall thus be the
function of the county education boards. These include:

I wish to reiterate that it is important for all in the management of education to keep themselves abreast with
the critical policy documents that guide the day to day
management of education. In education, effective public
participation in every facet of management as a way of
creating a just, open and accountable society. This is because it has been found that participatory management
creates synergies in the workforce. Regular consultation
with education staheholders offers an opportunity for effective contribution and ownership of programmes by all.
Additionally, maintenance of good community relations is
a prerequisite to the school achieving its set of objectives
and helping towards achievement of national goals and
aspirations.
With the fast changing education environment, principals
of secondary schools should prepare to play a pivotal role
in implementation of the educational changes. Conferences like this should be fully exploited in disemination of
facts about the expectations in the new dispensation.

1) Registration of institutions
2) Appointment of schools boards of management
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Reduce school levies to
increase access&retention

I

feel honoured participating in the 38th annual conference of Principals that has provided an opportunity for all stakeholders in education to share their
experiences and ideas on education. May I thank
the organizers for creating opportunity for interaction
for all gathered and equally identifying a suitable theme
“transforming teacher management” a concept relevant
to the desire for quality education and the realization of
Vision 2030.
The role of education in social and economic development has been emphasized in many national and international fora. It is in recognition of this that education
is declared a basic human right in the Constitution of
Kenya.
In the light of this, the government will therefore progressively ensure free and compulsory Basic Education for
all the children. As managers of secondary schools, the
sector will depend on your support and efforts to ensure
increased access, retention, quality, equity and completion of secondary education. The implementation of the
policy depends on the readiness of the Principals to make
education affordable by reducing levies that may keep
away learners from school.
The government recognizes the Kenya Secondary Schools
Heads Association in its role in promoting education
through its nomination as a member in a number of bodies, such as the County Education Board and Constituency Bursary Committee, among others.
The government is committed to financing education. In secondary education, the Free Day Secondary
Education was introduced in 2008 in which a student
receives Ksh.10,265 per year. The programme has led to
an increase in enrolment which is currently over 1.9 million students. To enhance this, the Ministry of Education
will continue to provide funds towards the Constituency
Bursary Infrastructure development, and laboratory
equipment among others.
You are aware that currently 60 schools have been upgraded to national status and in the next financial year, 27
schools will acquire similar status by availing the necessary funds. The Ministry is in the process of improving facilities in these schools and in other extra-county schools
38th

with a view to having centres of excellence with a national
character well spread out in all parts of the country.
May I draw your attention to recent legal provisions
among them and their implications on the education
sector;
the Constitution,
the Basic Education Act,
the Teachers Service Commission Act,
Kenya Institute of curriculum Development Act
Kenya National Examination Council Act.
As leaders, you in your own right, you need to, understand these documents, especially Chapter 6 of the
Constitution on leadership and Integrity, and to respect
the Laws of the land as provided. The law banning holiday tuition, tests for school admissions or even corporal
punishment should be clearly understood although we
still have some impunity. Such practices have previously led to drop outs and will work against government
effort to provide free and compulsory basic education.
Further, there is need to promote democratic principles
in governance and adhere to government financial and
procurement procedures for transparency and accountability purposes.
It is necessary to recognize that with Devolution, some
services have devolved to the County governments.
Soon, the National Education Board will be constituted to
manage education at the national level and subsequently,
County Education Boards will be established to handle
some of the delegated functions like school registration
and appointment of the Boards of Management.
For Kenya to be an industrialized nation, greater emphasis
has to be on teaching Mathematics, Science and technology. May I recognize the role of Centre for Mathematics
Science and Technology Education in Africa (CEMASTEA)
in strengthening the capacity of teachers of Mathematics and Science in this country. I equally appreciate and
encourage you to continue supporting the programme.
I am aware that the Teachers Service Commission will
effectively enhance capacity building for teachers in fields
related to their career development.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
You are aware of the place of ICT in the world today,
hence the need to integrate it in Education. It must be
borne in mind that teaching skills for the 21st century
must be those that integrate ICT in pedagogy. Teachers
Training Colleges and Universities involved in teacher preservice training must re-align their training curricula to
embrace ICT in content delivery because of the enormous
benefits to be derived. Use of ICT demystifies abstract
concepts through use of animations.
It is with that in mind the government has embarked on
the lap-top project for learners at their earliest levels of
education in Standard One. This calls for ICT preparation
for the secondary level of education. The primary level
graduates will expect to study computers in secondary
schools. It is the commitment of the government that
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resources in terms of physical, material and human will
be provided to fully embrace ICT integration in secondary
schools. Your support and cooperation as leaders will
lead to the success of this noble idea in the interest of the
Kenyan child.
I wish to appreciate the role of the Principals and the
teachers in curriculum and co-curriculum implementation.
You have guided the students not only to excel academically, but nurtured their talents in the field of sports,
music and drama among others. As supervisors of these
programmes, my Ministry will continue to give unparalleled support for such endeavors. The success of schools
largely depends on the strategic plans that I am aware
you derived from that of the Ministry of Education, so that
collectively we provide education to all children of this
country without discrimination.
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We are counting on you
to achieve Vision 2030

I

t is with pleasure that I grace this 38th annual conference that brings together over six thousand key players in the education sector in our great nation.

cation. This calls for all of us to play our roles to achieve
this. I call upon all of you to read the Jubilee Manifesto
and be clear on what it contains with regard to education.

I want to thank the organizers of this event for
extending the invitation to me to come and interact with
principals as you exchange viable ideas. I am particularly
delighted because this function gives me an opportunity
to meet this critical team of duty bearers that is charged
with the responsibility of implementing the curriculum. It
is you principals who carry the responsibility of ensuring
that the education that we offer is of the best quality and
that it enables the nation to achieve her national goals.

You will note that we believe strongly that education and
training will lead to the realization of a wide range of
benefits including increased economic, growth, enhanced
productivity across sectors, increased individual earnings
and enhanced democracy.

The conference will no doubt make it possible for us to
share our thoughts, our challenges and our aspirations as
we map out the best practices available for us to deliver
on our mandate. I have no doubt that the team assembled here is capable of transforming the management of
our institutions and in effect our nation.
I wish to state that a good education is the cornerstone of
success at the individual level and the foundation for resurgence and ultimately national prosperity. Kenya needs
an educated and professionally well adjusted workforce
to harness the most that its human capital can yield.
Since independence in 1963 the education sector has
grown significantly as evidenced by the increased number of institutions, rising enrolment of learners and staff.
Over the years various policies have been formulated to
guide the management of the sector. Besides numerical
expansion, the Ministry of Education is keen to enhance
access and improve quality at all levels of education and
training.
The Jubilee Government which took over the running
of the affairs of the Government this year on 9th April is
committed to opening up secondary education for every
Kenyan child willing to learn. We are alive to the fact that
there is an overwhelming number of young unemployed
people who do not have the skills necessary to compete
in the workplace. We believe that every child should be in
education or training until the age of 18. The government
seeks to remove both financial and non financial barriers
that undermine or hinder the quest for continuing in edu38th

The Government, over the last ten years has made positive steps in education with the introduction of free primary and day secondary education. A lot more though
needs to be done as we strive to go to the next level of
our development. The free day secondary programme is
currently supporting over 1.9 million learners access education in our public secondary schools. The 28,567 public
primary schools hold over 9.8 million children.
It is a fact that the education sector is experiencing a
number of reforms after the promulgation of the Constitution on 27th August 2010. As a result a number of
changes that touch on all sectors of education are being
witnessed. The theme of this conference “Transforming
Teacher Management” is thus quite timely. There is in
place – The Education Act No. 14 of 2013, the TSC Act
2012 and the Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development
2012 to mention but some. All these are legislations that
affect us as educators. I do hope all the institutions have
in their custody copies of these legislations; without them
a manager will be inadequate. A crucial step that is being
awaited is the gazettement and publication of regulations
to operationalize the Basic Education Act so as to address
some of the hitches experienced currently on Board appointments.
As you are aware, the functions of education and training
will be shared between the national and the 47 county
governments with responsibility of managing education
lying with the central Government.
The functions of the national government are: Educational policy, standards, curriculum, examinations,
granting of university charters, tertiary education
institutions, research, higher learning, special educa-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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participatory management by stakeholders.

tion, secondary schools and promotion of sports and
sport education.
The functions of the county government in relation to
education are pre-primary, youth polytechnics, homecraft centres, farmers training centres and child care
facilities. Devolution calls for your support since it is
now a reality. It is to be guarded by all as the benefits
are enormous. Make decisions that help devolution
to succeed
In the new Education Act the following changes are
notable:
1.

The establishment of the National Education Board
- to advise the Cabinet Secretary, the Ministry of
Education and other related departments. The board
will work with the relevant authorities to ensure all
barriers to the right to quality education are removed
and that the two levels of government facilitate the
realization of the right to education by all Kenyans.

2. The other notable change is the County Education
Boards which will be agents of the National Education Board with three key functions:
Interpretation of national policies in education based
on the county’s needs
Collaboration with the school Board of Management, the principal, and other appropriate authorities involved in the management of basic education
institutions.
In consultation with the NEB and relevant stakeholders to appoint a sub-county education office with
clear functions and powers.
3.

The Board of Management (BOM) will liaise with the
County Education Board to facilitate efficiency and
effectiveness in the provision of education services at
the school level. Worth noting is the fact that teachers and students will be part of the management
body.

4. An Education standards and Quality Assurance
Council will be established to ensure standards are
maintained. Principals will be expected to allow the
council access to all parts and records of their institutions. Activities such as school based auditing will
continue to be undertaken and reports submitted.
5. Parents Association: Will be established for each
school with the Principal as the secretary to allow
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6. Students Councils are a new feature that will play
a vital role in managing education in our schools.
This gives students an opportunity to participate in
governance. The inclusion of students in BOMs calls
for a new way of managing schools by the principals
as the presence of students means re-inventing
ourselves.
In addition to the noble obligation of increasing access,
the government has been increasing expenditure in education by introducing pro-poor policies to ensure access
to basic education for the children from the disadvantaged households. This reduces the cost of education
through the provision of teachers, teaching and learning
materials and grants to schools to cover operational and
maintenance expenses under the Free Primary Education (FPE) and Free Day Secondary Education (FDSE)
programms.
The benefits to be accrued from these measures are
dependent on how well the resources are managed.
There is, therefore, need for good leadership and management of resources. The school heads must embrace
transparency and cost-effective measures in the use of
educational resources and sustainable implementation
of educational services. This is one area among others where transformed management should be seen.
Principals do remain awake to the provision of Chapter 6
of the Constitution on leadership integrity. In this chapter,
Article 73(b) vests in you the responsibility to serve the
people rather than the power to rule them.
It is of paramount importance to ensure active participation of all stakeholders in school management. This is because it has been found that participatory management
creates synergies in the workforce. Regular consultation
with education stakeholders offers an opportunity for effective contribution and ownership of programmes by all.
Additionally, maintenance of good community relations
is a prerequisite to the school achieving its set objectives
and helping towards the achievement of national goals
and aspirations.
The changes that I have referred to, do call for a new way
of doing things. Allow me to make some suggestions
that I believe will, if embraced transform our management
ways. I have in mind the idea of utilization of teachers
where a teacher will serve a bigger number of learners
by use of information technology. Use this time to come
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up with a way out on the starting of new institutions,
some of them that come up near existing ones and end
up sharing the catchment areas and not having enough
students. Teachers posted to such schools will be underutilized. The implication of such schools on the national
budget is clear. Interaction of the teachers with all players
served by the school should be another factor that will
enhance education as the stakeholders will feel part of
the institution and give their support.
Gender bias is an area that should be addressed as we
seek to transform the management of the sector since we
are yet to achieve parity. The government relies on your
skills to use all the means at your disposal to enable both
boys and girls access education and remain in the institutions until they move to the next level.

I wish to inform you that modern management calls for
new ways of doing things. I have in mind the idea of performance contracts which has been embraced in Kenya
and proved to be an asset. This is the way to go and I do
understand principals of the national schools have been
sensitized over this.
I also call for harmony between the players who are involved in education. I am thinking of KNUT, KUPPET, and
Parents Association who are partners. With the new Constitution, a number of changes should be borne in mind
the rules of engagement will require a new approach.

I want to urge the Principals and all the stakeholders to
keep in mind the fact that as a nation we are committed to fulfilling our international obligations by ensuring
that we attain universal primary education and realize
the millennium development goals. We must also never
forget our own Vision 2030 which is our roadmap to the
development of our nation. The education sector and in
effect the head teacher will play a significant role in its
realization. Indeed I look at the teacher as the bee in the
pollination process when t comes to realization of this
vision.

38th
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TSC to assist principals
1. PREAMBLE
I am happy to be with you today during the 38th edition
of the Kenya secondary School Heads Association annual
conference. On behalf of the Teachers Service Commission, I would most sincerely thank you for inviting us
to participate and share with you during this important
forum.
I have no doubt that this engagement will go a long way
in equipping you with knowledge, skills and experiences that are crucial to the running of our secondary
schools. Certainly, the success of our learning institutions
will largely depend on the guidance and leadership you
provide to the school community.
Allow me to first take this early opportunity to congratulate all the officials who were elected to steer this
association forward. Your election is sufficient evidence
of the trust all the other principals have on you. I am sure
you are equal to the task.
I personally know most of the men and women as
we have worked very closely with them in different
capacities. They are also men and women who have
distinguished themselves in many respects especially in
steering their respective institutions to success. I would
like to particularly congratulate the National Chairman
Mr. John Awiti, for being elected to this very key position. I am certain he has the necessary drive experience
and know-how to lead this great professional body. The
Teachers Service Commission will accord the new officials
the necessary support to ensure that we jointly contribute
in the provision of quality education to our youth. Further,
the commission will continue to regard you as an important partner in reforming teacher management.

2. TRANSFORMING TEACHER
MANAGEMENT

38th

First, all over the world, it is already acknowledged
that in order to achieve the education oriented Millennium Development Goals and Education for All,
the teacher is a crucial input. Clearly, teachers are key
to ensuring that all school-age children are enrolled
and remain in school to complete the primary cycle
of education.
As you know, education forms an important pillar
in Kenya’s development blueprint of Vision 2030.
In order to achieve the envisaged status of a newly
industrialized nation by the year 2030, teachers will
have to play a central role in the provision of quality
education
The second reason why the theme of Transforming
Teacher Management is important is that the provision of quality education largely depends on efficient
and effective teacher management and Teacher
Professional Development.
Indeed, as one educationalist put it “THE QUALITY
OF AN EDUCATION SYSTEM CANNOT EXCEED THE
QUALITY OF ITS TEACHERS”. In other words, an
education system is as good as its teachers.
I wish to add that to a very large extent, the quality of
leadership in your school also determines the quality of
examination results. It is for this reason that effective and
efficient teacher management systems will continue to be
very critical in ensuring quality education.

3. CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATE

I understand that since Sunday when you held the National Governing Council Meeting, you have deliberated
on various issues which are very central to the management of our learning institutions. I am certain that the lessons learnt and experiences shared during this conference
will impact very positively on the quality of learning in our
schools. I am happy to note that the theme of this year is
“Transforming Teacher Management”
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This is particularly important to the Teachers Service
Commission because Teacher Management is what the
Commission is mandated to do. The theme of “Transforming Teacher Management “is therefore significant for two
reasons:

As you are all aware, in August 2010, the Teachers Service
Commission was elevated to a constitutional commission. With this, it became one of the nine Constitutional
commissions and two Independent Offices. This means
that like the other eight constitutional commissions and
two Independent Offices, TSC enjoys operational and
financial autonomy. Besides its constitutional status, the
mandate and functions of the TSC have been expanded
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in personal career growth
and clarified.
I addition to the traditional teacher management
functions of registration, recruitment, promotion and
discipline, the Constitution has now added to the TSC the
following three critical roles:
Reviewing of the standards of education and training
of persons entering the teaching service.
Reviewing the demands for and supply of teachers.
Advising the national government on matters relating
to the teaching profession.

4. SAFEGUARDING TEACHING STANDARDS
In order to operationalize these constitutional provisions,
the commission has put in place measures to operationalize the provisions of the Constitution of Kenya (2010) and
the Teachers Service Commission Act, 2012.
In particular we are at an advanced stage of publishing
detailed and elaborate Regulations which fully address
the operationalization of the relevant laws. These regulations have given a lot of emphasis to enhancing, maintaining and safeguarding teaching standards.
Thus, it has now become mandatory for all those engaged in teaching to be registered. Those of you who
have engaged teachers on Board of Management terms
should ensure that they are duly registered before being
assigned teaching duties.
Additionally, I would like to state today that the commission will no longer consider employment application from
persons who are not registered as teachers. Even private
schools will be required to only engage teachers who are
registered.
Under no circumstance should a school engage a teacher
whose registration status is dubious. In particular, teachers who may have been deregistered should never find
their way back to any learning institutions, whether public
or private. Principals should contact the discipline division
of the commission in case of doubts before engaging
such teachers.
To enhance the effectiveness of the registration process,
we have introduced an online applications system which
will improve on efficiency and help us create monitoring
38th

systems to ensure those who seek registration have the
necessary qualifications, and that only qualified teachers
are registered.
In addition, the Teachers Service Commission Act requires
that every registered teacher to periodically undertake
career progression and professional development programmes. When this legal requirement is fully implemented, all teachers will be required to undertake relevant
training in order to be allowed to renew their training
certificates after three years.
We have already put in place regulations to ensure that
teachers undertake career progression and continuous professional development programmes in line with
the market dynamics. This will ensure that all teachers,
including school managers such as principals, acquire the
necessary skills in order to remain relevant in their respective positions.
Towards this end, we are working with training institutions
and capacity building agencies to develop modules so as
to meet the requirements of section 35 of the Teachers
Service Commission Act. The modules will be developed
in a way to cater for the diverse career needs for different
teachers. They will be organized in thematic areas such as
the following:
School Management and Finance
Curriculum Implementation and supervision
ICT Integration in Teaching
Guidance and Counselling
I would like to call upon your association to make an input
on other modules which you think are of benefit to school
principals.
At this point, I also wish to state that we are reviewing
our policies on appointment of Heads of institutions to
make deployment to these positions performance-based.
This will ensure that only teachers with a proven record
of good performance and the required training are appointed to positions of leadership. It is important to bear
in mind those performance indicators such as the school’s
mean score, resource management, innovativeness and
infrastructural development will play a key role in deployment decisions. The era of trial-and-error management

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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style must come to an end. Genuine reports in teacher
management calls for result-based approach and costbenefit analysis in every decision made.

5. INVESTMENT IN TEACHERS
The government has continued to devote a lot of
resources to Teacher Management, especially Personal
Emoluments. In only three years, the teachers wage bill
has grown from 119.3 billion shillings in the 2011/2012
financial year to 139.5 billion shillings in the 2012/2013
financial year. During the coming financial year, the government has approved 143.1 billion shillings for teachers’
salaries alone.
Even with this massive expenditure, teacher shortage
remains one of the greatest challenges facing the country.
Currently, we have a shortage of more than 80,000 teachers. This shortage will worsen if the government does not
take urgent measures to mitigate the situation. Moreover,
teacher shortage undermines the government’s efforts to
provide quality education.
In order to mitigate the worsening staffing situation in
schools, the Commission has appealed to the government
to ring-fence 7.6 billion shillings in every year to enable
the Commission employ at least 20,000 teachers every
financial year for the next five years. This will help in addressing the current national shortage of more 80,000
teachers.
As you made have already noted, teacher management
takes more than half of the education sector budget. I
urge you to ensure that the country gets value for this
huge investment in teachers.

STRENGTHENING SERVICE DELIVERY
In the recent past, there has been concern by some principals, teachers and other stakeholders that there is confusion and conflict on the roles of the TSC County Directors
and Ministry of Education County Directors. As you know,
one of the basic foundations of the new constituion is
devolution. Devolution seeks to enhance participation of
people in the exercise of power and in the making of decisions that affect them. To achieve this, all key government
departments have deployed officers at the County level to
enable County governments provide efficient and effective service to all Kenyans.
In order to decentralize services and ensure that teachers
and other stakeholders have easy access to teacher man-
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agement services, the TSC has also established County
offices in all the 47 counties. In line with the new constitutional dispensation, the TSC County Directors have taken
back all the teacher management functions that were
earlier on delegated to provincial Directors of Education,
Municipal Education officers and District Education Officers. These functions include:
Registration
Recruitment
Transfers
Deployment and;
Discipline
In the new arrangements, TSC County Directors have the
following roles and responsibilities:
Facilitate the Commission to decentralize the teacher
management functions as provided under Article 237
of the Constitution
Facilitate the processing of teacher registration.
Manage the entire teacher placement process in consultation with the headquarters.
Co-ordinate teacher recruitment at the county.
Undertake intra-county transfer and deployments to
ensure staff balance.
Maintain a database on all the vacancies at the county
Co-ordinate the remuneration of all staff and teachers
working in the county.
Coordinate the promotion activities at the county and
provide back-up data to the headquarters.
Ensure all standards of education are maintained and
preview technical advice on challenges being experienced at the counties.
Manage all human resource issues for teachers at the
county.
Supervise, monitor and evaluate performance of
teachers and TSC staff.
Oversee the implementation of the commission
performance Contract targets and submit quarterly
reports to the headquarters.
Facilitate the processing of online teacher registration.
Image magazine and TSC circulars
Just like all the other officers at the county level, the
Ministry of Education County Directors have clearly
defined duties and responsibilities that are not in conflict
with those of the TSC. The duties are derived from the
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constitutional mandate and the TSC act 2012. There are,
however, issues that cut across both offices and need the
attention and action of the TSC and the Ministry of Education County Directors. This is important for the smooth
operation of learning institutions.
It is therefore, a matter of logic and good practise to work
in consultation of issues that are mutual interests such
as school management. This is particularly the case in
handling over and taking over exercises of schools and
optimal utilization of resources.
Together with the Ministry of Education headquarters, we
have already directed the two sets of directors to identify
areas of common interests and draw up joint programmes
in order to address issues of mutual interests. I am happy
to report to you that most of the directors are working
together. In fact, I am aware that many of them have been
sharing resources in order to achieve their objectives. I
urge those who may have some misunderstanding to
resolve them and focus on improved service delivery.
At this stage, I would also wish to clarify that the Teachers
Service Commission quality Assurance and standards
roles are clearly stipulated in the TSC Act. It involves
maintenance of teaching standards by ensuring that all
those who engage in teaching are registered and have
valid teaching certificates. The TSC Quality Assurance function will also administer an elaborate teacher
appraisal system to measure performance and advise
teachers on areas of improvement. Already we have
started to pilot programme at the Teachers Performance
Appraisal. We have uploaded the Appraisal form on the
TSC website. I encourage all of you to familiarize yourself
with the form.

MAKING DECENTRALIZATION WORK
We will continue to strengthen the capacity of our field
officers to offer services to our teachers and stakeholders. In this regard, we have supplied utility vehicles to all
county offices to ease transport problems.
In addition, the Commission has embarked on a programme to strengthen the human resource capacity of
counties in order to increase the range of services offered
at the county and sub county levels already, the necessary measures have been put in place to ensure that Job
Group “M”and “N” interviews are conducted at the county
level. This will help cut costs and time spent by teachers travelling to Nairobi for the same. Interviews for Job
Group “P” and above will continue to be conducted at the
38th

TSC headquarters.
Further, we have already resolved to have some discipline
cases heard and disposed off at the county level. These
are cases whose outcome may not lead to removal of a
teacher from the register. This will ensure teachers whose
cases may not result in dismissal return to work as fast as
possible.
I wish to further confirm to you that the commission will
continue to harness communication technology in order
to enhance the quality and effectiveness of services. In
this regard, we have automated a large aspect of the promotion function. Teachers will be applying for promotion
online using www.teachers.online.go.ke. The shortlisted
candidates list will be available on the internet for teachers to access. Teachers who get promoted will also find
their names posted on our website.
Some TSC decisions such as approvals of study leaves,
promotions, transfers or otherwise are also published in
the website.
More significant, the payslips for all teachers have been
uploaded and can be accessed by individual teachers by
the 30th of every month. Although we will continue sending hard copies of the payslip, eventually the Commission
will stop sending hard copies altogether when all our
teachers can access them online. This will ensure safety
and timely delivery of these important documents.
As I conclude my address to you today. I want to argue
you to ensure optimal utilization of all the teachers and
material resources assigned to your institutions. In particular I urge you to play your part in transforming teacher
management through the specific measures:
All teachers should be assigned adequate teaching load and other co-curricular duties. You should
promptly surrender any underutilized teachers so
that they can be deployed appropriately. There have
been cases where head teachers have been retaining
teachers even when school enrolment has dropped
or some subjects have been discontinued from the
curriculum of the school.
Transferred teachers should be released within 14
days from the effective date of their transfer. Head
teachers who have been transferred should also hand
over within 14 days of the transfer. This will ensure
continuity, order and stability in schools.
Cases of absenteeism or deaths should be reported
promptly to avoid overpayment.
It should be noted that overpayment occurs because
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of failure by the head teacher to report absenteeism or death. Such a principal will be surcharged.
Likewise, any salary paid to a teacher who has been
removed from the timetable irregularly will be recovered from the person responsible for the action.
Head teachers should report to the County Directors
any vacancies arising from out of naturall attrition to
enable the Commission replace them on a continuous
basis.
Head teachers should promptly confirm when teachers posted to their schools report. This will enable the
commission account for its employees at all times.
This is particularly important in the case of teachers
reporting form leave or disciplinary process.
No school should be run without a deputy head
teacher. It has come to the Commission’s attention
that some principals have been running schools without deputies. This undermines succession management and procurement requirements in schools. Any
vacancies in these positions should be reported to
TSC County Directors.

In the past, there have been cases of teachers deserting duty in the hope that they would be posted to
areas of their choice after the disciplinary process.
Further, the head teachers should advise their teachers that all appeals arising out of transfer or posting
should be made within 14 days from the date of
transfer or posting. The appeal should be lodged only
after the teacher has reported to the new station. It
is a matter of concern that teachers are wasting time
a lot of time pursuing change of posting instead of
waiting for communication from their stations.
The commission is aware that some head teachers
continue to condone corporal punishment. I need
not emphasize that this is against the law. It must be
stopped.
I wish to encourage you to continue working closely with
our field officers and TSC headquarters in case of the
need to clarify any issues. This is the only way to ensure
that we transform teacher management for the good of
our people.

Head teachers should advise newly employed teachers who go through discipline process before completing five years that they will be re-deployed within
the county after the process to ensure staff stability.
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Impact of education reforms
in teacher management
Introduction

to Basic Education (Non-formal Education).

ducation reforms refer to changes that are made
as deliberate moves to respond to the emerging
challenges brought about by the Constitution
of Kenya 2010, Vision 2030, the Information
Technology revolution and impact of globalization. The
Constitution of Kenya 2010 impacts on education by
making it being governed under two –tire government.
Structure at the national and at the County levels and by
making education a Human Right in articles 43(1), 53 (b)
and 55 (a), thus guaranteeing every child free and compulsory basic education from four years to seventeen. The
reforms in education and training shifts emphasis from
knowledge reproduction to knowledge production. The
vision 2030 underscores the importance of education in
ensuring relevant human and social capital for sustainable
development. All these reforms impact on teacher education, teacher development and teacher management.

Currently teachers of these areas of basic education are
ad hoc, disjointed and disoriented to the acquisition of
values and ideals needed for the practice of teaching.
Education reforms in teacher education also demand for
teacher trainer who is knowledgeable, skilled and sufficiently oriented towards training for the new courses and
new methodologies of teaching.

E

Teacher Education
Education reforms impact on all the three areas of
teacher requirement. Teacher education refer to the
pre-service teacher education and training being offered
in public and private teachers training colleges and in
public and private universities to produce teachers for
pre-primary, primary and post-primary education sectors.
Education reforms which have brought Early Childhood
Education into basic education, declared Free Primary
Education (FPE) and Free Day Secondary Education
(FDSE), have expanded enrollment at the Early Childhood
Education, primary and secondary levels and thus calling
for increased production of trained teachers to cope with
the demand. In addition to meeting the demand of the
expanded enrolment, education reforms has impacted
on teacher education following the introduction of new
courses such as ICT and emphasis on new delivery systems- teaching methodology like distance teaching and
online learning. Education reforms demands restructuring of pre-service teacher education to include teacher
training for Early Childhood Education Teachers, adult
education teachers and teachers of Alternative Provision
38th

The reforms in education have not so far addressed the
wastage in teacher education and training which the
Teacher Service Commission often refers to as mismatch
in training. As the mainstream employer and one with the
mandate to register teachers, TSC should closely monitor ad influence the courses being taught to trainees in
universities. The TSC and the Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD) should be represented in the
universities curriculum development process for teacher
education. The TSC should avoid staying aloof and later
happily condemn Kenyans who have put in great effort
and resources in training as teachers on the ground that
they did irrelevant courses.
Challenges arising from education reforms and facing the
teacher education are as follows:
1.

Frequent curriculum changes brought about by
Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development.

2. Lack of institutions to train teachers for ECED, adult
education and for teachers of alternative provision of
Basic education.
3. Frequent shifts in requirement for registration of
teachers by TSC for instance C+ grade for each
teaching subject which was recently introduced has
now become admission criterion for entering a bachelor’s degree programme.
4. Every teachers should as a rule and requirement be a
trained teacher. Untrained teachers (lecturers) should
not participate as trainers of teachers.
5. There is no policy on recruitment and career development of teacher educators as specialized cadre within
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2. To recruit and employ registered teachers

the teaching profession. Hence training of trainers
programme is hardly convinced developed and
financed as part of teacher education programme.
6. A large number of lecturers at the universities which
are training teachers do not have teacher education
qualifications and many do not have teaching experience at secondary schools.
7. Teacher education curricula are not based on needs
assessment; hence, they are hardly address teachers
needs at secondary level.
8. Teacher training programmes in various universities
are not harmonized leading to differences in the
quality of graduates.
9. A large number of students channeled to education
degree programmes did not make it a first choice
and therefore may not have passion for teaching
10. There is a weak institutional base on quality assurance in teacher training institutions.
11. There is weak link or networks between institutions
carrying out teacher training in the country.

3. To assign teachers employed by the commission for
service in any public school or institution
4. To promote and transfer teachers
5. To exercise disciplinary control over teachers, and
6. To terminate the employment of teachers.

In addition the Commission shall:
1) Review the standards of education and training of
persons entering the teachers’ service.
2) Review the demand for and the supply of teachers
3) Advise the national government on matters relating
to the teaching profession.
Under its mandate given by the constitution, the Commission ensures the establishment and maintenance of
a sufficient professional teaching force that is equitably
distributed and optimally utilized in public education
and training institutions. The commission shall also be
expected to play a regulatory role in the teaching service.
The objectives of the teacher management are as follows:
1.

Teacher Management

Improve teacher registration and records management system.

Teacher management falls into three categories as follows: entry, maintenance and exit. Entry entails assuring
that the right persons enter the teaching service through
registration, recruitment and deployment. Maintenance
entail remuneration, promotion, discipline and assurance
of teaching standards. Exit refers to weaning and retirement of teachers.

2. Provide and maintain a sufficient and qualified teaching force for public-education institutions.

The constitution of Kenya gives the TSC the mandate to
register trained teachers, to recruit and employ registered
teachers, assign them schools, promote them and transfer
them, exercise disciplinary controls over them and terminate their employment. While these areas of mandate fall
under the teacher management docket of the TSC, the
Sessional Paper No.14 of 2012, issued as a policy of the
Ministry of Education document, does not categorically
spell out which organ of the government will carry out
teachers professional development of teacher who are
already in service.

5. Maintain discipline and integrity in the teaching
service

The Constitution of Kenya (2010) chapter thirteen part
three article 237 established the Teachers Service Commission as an independent office charged with the following functions:
1.

3. Attain national equity in teacher distribution and
optimal utilization’
4. Expound opportunities for career growth and progression for teachers.

6. Enhance efficiency and effectiveness in the management of the payroll
7. Enhance professionalism and quality standards in the
teaching service
8. Increase customer satisfaction

Challenges in Teacher Management
The following challenges face teacher management as a
result of education reforms in the country;

Registration of teachers

To register trained teachers
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Due to inefficiencies in the registration process and
perception that the TSC registers only teachers for public
schools, a large number of persons teaching in the both
public and private are not registered. They do not have
TSC payroll numbers. The TSC though has a legal provision to register teachers, has no proper mechanism to ensure that all persons are qualified and involved in teaching
are required. The issues emerging from this are as follows.
1.

Why are ECED teachers, adult education teachers
and teachers of alternative provision of basic education who are trained not registered the TSC?

2. Why are teachers who are qualified serving in private
schools not registered?
3. Why are trained teachers employed by primary
school committees and board of governors not registered?
4. Why can’t teachers register on-line wherever they are
stationed?

Recruitment of Trained Teachers
The Teachers Service Commission has the mandate to
recruit and employ registered teachers and assign them
public schools, institutes and colleges equitably all over
the country.
This should be done to fulfill the requirement after a review of the demand for teachers and the supply has been
carried by the commission and also after the National
Government is advised on this matter. Matter of concern
here are as follows:
1.

Why are trained and qualified primary and secondary
school teachers not recruited, employed and posted
to schools which are experiencing teacher shortages
dating back to more than five years? Is the profession
not losing its best brains to other professions in this
delay?

2. Why is there lack of equitable distribution of teachers
across the country as per the government policy and
the mandate of the Teachers Service Commission?
3. Why are their untrained teachers teaching in the
Kenyan primary, secondary and tertiary classrooms
while there are qualified professionals who are still
unemployed?
4. Why are some graduates teachers from colleges and
universities get employed immediately they leave
training institutions while others stay for years (5
years) before they can be absorbed?
38th

5. Why do some young graduates get posted to counties/districts in which they do not reside, why others
are denied such changes citing residence in those
places such as criterion?
6. Why are teachers who are trained to teach in early
childhood education sector of basic education and
those trained to teach adults not recruited and employed by TSC as per its constitutional mandate and
the law? Lack of funds is not a reason which is good
enough as we have seen that funds are always there
in billions when political stakes and interests become
high.

Promotion of teachers
Promotion of teachers should be above board all the
time. It should be based on criteria that all teachers are
conversant of as part of their terms and conditions of
service. The criteria should contain elements that are
observable, measurable and concrete. The criteria should
consist of what is relevant and seen as contribution to the
area of specialization.
These may be publications, research work, improvement
in examination performance by students, awards such
as trophies, certificates, competitions, training in courses
that are tailor made and relevant to career progression,
leadership qualities as evidenced by certificates and
awards or performance results and experience that is
beneficial to schools.
This is a sensitive area that can make the integrity of the
Commission and the Ministry of Education questionable.
It is a area which is likely to be contentious and Teachers
Service Commission though having the mandate may
have to collaborate with other bodies such as council For
Quality Assurance and Standards, the County Directors of
Education (Ministry of Education), Kenya National Examinations council and the institutions (schools, colleges and
institutes).
Areas of potential conflict brought about by reforms in
education by the Constitution of Kenya (2010), Education Act 2012, Teachers Service Commission Act 2012 and
the Devolution Policies should be harmonized before the
trade unions enter the arena and complicate matters.
Even though teacher management is in the docket of
TSC, the County Directors (Ministry of Education) and
the County Directors (Teachers Service Commission) are
bound to have role conflict unless the grey areas in their

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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creativity and innovation of learners. Subjects which
are often treated as optimal such as Art and Design,
Music, Physical Education and the foreign languages
have high potential for development the hidden
creative talents.

roles are classified.

Teacher Deployment.
This is the process of assigning teachers duties in stations
where their services are required. It is often done through
postings, transfers and replacements. The purpose of deployment is to ensure equitable distribution and optimum
utilization of teachers and providing qualified and competent managers of public education institutions. Challenges
brought about by the education reforms are as follows:
1.

Any attempt to transfer teachers from one county to
the other is often resisted because of the semi-autonomy of the counties and vested interests of stakeholders. Counties having a pool of effective school
managers or effective teachers, jealousy protect
them from transfers to other counties that may need
their services. Similarly counties that have large pool
of teachers like those with large urban towns will
resist transfer to those in need of their services so as
not to increase teacher-student ratio.

2. Due to higher house allowances in urban towns it is
in the interest of the teachers to resist any move to
transfer them to other rural counties. Development
in infrastructure, good health care and security often
determines teachers influx into towns and resistance
to transfer. There is need to harmonize house allowance for all teachers in the country.

4. Develop a policy of one teacher per optional subject
so that each of these important knowledge and
skill areas are not totally eliminated since they are
the ones which hold the future of the country. Just
imagine how Nokia holds the Economy of Finland,
Microsoft’s stake in USA economy, Toyota in the
economy of Japan and Samsung in the economy of
Korea. What holds for Kenya? Could it be athletics?
The future is in the creative arts and technology.

Curriculum Reform
The national goals of education embodied in Vision 2030
focus on enlarging learners’ knowledge, experiences and
imaginative understanding as well as developing awareness of moral values and capacity for life-long learning.
Vision 2030 calls for the curriculum reforms which accommodate individual and cooperate social responsibility and moral and ethical values. These reforms call for
the development of technical and entrepreneurial skills
competencies, skills and values, enabling them to develop
to their full capacity, enhance the quality of their lives,
able them to make informed decisions and predisposed
to engage in life-long learning.

3. There is a tendency to treat teachers of optimal
subjects as persons who are underutilized, hence,
they are released to the TSC any time the school is
under pressure to reduce its teacher numbers. This is
unfortunate since education reforms now emphasize
identification and development of individual talents,
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SECONDARY TEACHER EDUCATION

The role of teacher education
in realizing Vision 2030
Gituro Wainaina, Director Social and Political Pillars,
Kenya Vision 2030 Delivery Secretariat

Globally competitive and prosperous country with a
high quality of life for all its citizens

1. Focus

Transform Kenya into industrializing middle income
country by 2030

Reform teacher education and management to reflect the
aspirations of Constitution 2010, Vision 2030 and Sessional Paper 2012 with a shift to competency based approach
2. How

VISION OF VISION 2030:
To Provide High Quality of Life for All

(i) Improve quality and professional development of
teachers

MISSION OF VISION 2030: Building of a Just and Cohesive Society that Enjoys Equitable Social Development in
a Clean and Secure Environment

(ii) Align teacher education with school curriculum and
learning needs

VISION 2030 AND TEACHER EDUCATION

(iii) Make teacher education pedagogically and practically oriented

CONSTITUTION 2010 AND EDUCATION
NATIONAL VALUES - CHAPTER TWO 10
Patriotism
Rule of Law
Integrity
Transparency
Accountability
BILL OF RIGHTS – ARTICLE 43
Health
Affordable and Adequate Housing and Sanitation
Hunger Free and Quality Food
Enough Safe and Clean Water
Social Security
Education

OVERVIEW OF VISION 2030
Long-term development blueprint
38th

SESSIONAL PAPER 2012 AND TEACHER
EDUCATION
A policy framework for education and training on reforming education and training in Kenya
Teachers are an important resource in teaching and
learning process
Training and continuous professional development
of teachers is key to achieving aspirations of our
country
Teacher must be equipped with knowledge and ability
to identify, and develop educational needs of child
Objectives of teacher education programs is to
develop communication skills, professional attitudes
and values
Challenge is changing instructional practices towards
greater collaborative relationships between teachers
and learners
Need to improve teaching and learning processes so
as to develop a skilled teacher
Teacher education has not kept pace with developments that have occurred throughout most developed countries

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
Policy framework for teacher education needs
strengthening
There are no policies for recruitment and career
development and professional route to becoming a
teacher educator

STRATEGIES
Develop, with stakeholders an integrated and flexible
curriculum that develops and enhances life-long and
work skills, is anchored on national values
(what
is taught, how is taught and how is assessed

Strengthen management of institutions and resources
with all stakeholders

CONCLUSION
We MUST promote teacher education by enhancing
their skills and qualifications for sustainable development and innovation for competitiveness
Skills at our teacher education institutions MUST be
demand driven by needs of Kenyan people
Without teachers we may as well forget achieving
aspirations of Vision 203 – Teachers are Key for A
Better Future for All Kenyans

Expose teachers to new and different pedagogy
skills, which are in-line with the changing trends
worldwide and non teaching staff (develop high
skilled human capital)
Strengthen technical capacities, infrastructure (ICT),
teaching and learning materials
Creating partnerships and coordination with key
stakeholders
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GODIA SPEECH 2

Transforming teacher
management

T

his conference has indeed proved to be an invaluable occasion that affords critical managers of
our secondary level institutions the opportunity to
share experiences on the available best practices
in prudent management of education. At this gathering,
principals exchange ideas on their experiences and more
so on the handling of day to day challenges that confront
them in the course of discharging duties. The education
stakeholders look upon teachers in the molding of those
children entrusted to them.
I wish to underscore the timeliness and relevance of the
theme of this year’s conference “Transforming Teacher
Management”. The conference is being held at a time
when our country is going through the implementation
phase of the new constitution which has indeed opened
up space for public participation in decision making on
critical national issues. As you are all aware, many aspects
of this constitution directly impact on you virtue of your
respective offices. For example, the constitution provides
the right to education as a basic human right as enshrined
in the Constitution at:
Article 10 (2) on the national values and principles
of governance by setting national values and principles which includes patriotism, rule of law, participation of people, equity, social, social, human justice etc.
Article 43:1 (f) - Every person has the right to
education; also article 53:1 (b) states that every child
has the right to free and compulsory basic education.
Article 50 on fair hearing
Article 54:1 (b) A person with any disability is entitled to access educational institutions and facilities…
and finally,
Article 55 (a) demands of the state to take all
necessary measures, including affirmative action,
to ensure that the youth access relevant education
and training. It is therefore upon us to ensure the full
actualization of these provisions.
Remember that this nation is looking forward to your
contribution as skilled patriot and knowledgeable citizens.
Teachers Service Commission (TSC) is now a constitu38th

tional commission, and I am delighted to note that TSC
has its functions clearly spelled out, hence there should
be no conflict in roles whatsoever with the mother
ministry or any other body touching on the execution
of its mandate. I wish to call upon Ministry of Education
officials, TSC staff and Principals to ensure a harmonious
and efficient delivery of education services for the benefit
of the Kenyan child
The Kenyan Constitution 2010 at Chapter 4 contains the
Bill of Rights that gives recognition and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms that are to be
enjoyed by individuals and communities. Vision 2030 on
the other hand, acknowledges the need to reform Education and Training to create a sector fit for this purpose.
In order to live up to the high expectations of Kenyans I
wish to encourage you to be conversant with the constitution of Kenya (2010) and the accompanying legislations
relating to education.
I have noted that this is the 38th annual conference of
the Kenya Secondary Heads Association. Inevitably, the
public would be interested to know the impact of previous conferences on the management of our institutions.
It is important that the conferences are not viewed by
delegates as routine annual ceremonies for attendance
but rather as for a rebirth of the participants, this is more
so, considering the careful selection of topics, the theme
and the high quality presenters. I am informed that the
presenters did a superb job showing exceptional mastery
of content and excellent delivery modes.
Looking at the conference programme, I am convinced
that the topics covered will no doubt be a source of
inspiration to you in your respective carriers. As you get
back to your stations, you will need to constantly reflect
upon your work and performance in relation to that of the
award winning colleagues. It is on that note that I wish to
congratulate those who have been crowned “Principal of
the Year” and “Teacher of the Year” and those contestants who made it to the nationals.
I have observed that during the presentations, they

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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GODIA SPEECH 2
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29
shared with you the secrets of their success and its main
expectation that useful lessons learnt can be replicated in
other schools. Let me thank the outgoing office bearers
led by the TSC Commissioner Mr. Cleopas Tirop for a job
well done during their tenure and to welcome the new
team that has just been elected into office.

Principals should always endeavor to create conducive
environments in their schools that will allow the nurturing
of scholarly habits among learners and teachers. Finally,
let me wish you every success in your undertakings back
at your stations for the remaining part of the year.

I wish to call upon all delegates gathered here to constantly reflect on how the conference has empowered
them to become better principals and managers of public
affair in general.
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6TH POYA/TOYA AWARDS

Report of the national selection panel on the 6th Teacher and
Principal of the Year Award scheme during the 38th KSSHA
annual conference held at Wild Waters Centre, Mombasa from
17th to 21st June 2013
1.0 PREAMBLE
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Seven regions presented their candidates for the Teacher
of the Year (TOYA) and Principal of the Year (POYA)
2013 awards. This was the sixth edition of this important
award scheme. This scheme is in line with government
initiatives to ensure that, we have in place a teacher and
head teacher who meet the demands of Vision 2030, is
in tandem with the requirements of the Constitution 2010
and the inherent statutes. This scheme takes cognizance
of devolved governance structures in the Education sector and related constitutional order.

1.3 OBJECTIVE
The objective of the scheme is to provide a platform
for recognizing secondary school classroom teachers
and head teachers who have excelled in the provision of
services in terms of classroom practice as well as general
management and administration.

1.4 SELECTION LEVELS
The selection for both the principal and the teacher of the
year was carried out at the following levels:
a) School level by Board of Governors (BOG)
b) District level by District Selection Panels (DSP)
c) County level by County Selection Panels (CSP)

1.2 APPRECIATION

d) Regional level by the Regional Selection Panels (RSP)

The Panel would like to sincerely appreciate the able
leadership of KSSHA for initiating this worthy award
scheme, and the Ag. Education Secretary, Mr. Enos O
Oyaya for his stewardship in the determination of POYA
and TOYA assessment from the time of inception in 2008
to date. The chairman and his panel also wish to sincerely
thank the Private Sector and other organizations for their
continued support to the award scheme. In particular,
Kenya Commercial Bank, General Motors, Mwalimu
SACCO, Kenya Grange, KASNEB, CIC Insurance, CMC Motors, Copy CAT Ltd, Oxford University Press, Longhorn Ltd
amongst others, for their monetary and material support.
This is a worthwhile gesture that needs to be cherished
and sustained.

e) National level by the National Selection Panel (NSP)

The panel wishes to recognize the contributions made by
Mr. Enos Oyaya and Mr.Cleopas Tirop who were the initiators of this scheme, TSC for encouraging the teachers and
head teachers to participate, KSSHA for sustaining the
scheme and the Ministry of Education’s technical team
led by Mr Mohammed Mwinyipembe, Ag. Director Quality
Assurance and Standards.
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At all levels, the panel of assessors comprised Quality Assurance Officers, Education Officers and a representative
from Teachers Service Commission, who selected the best
teachers and head teachers of the year 2013.
The National TOYA and POYA Award Scheme therefore
marks the culmination of this coveted competition. Each
of the regions presented their best in each category. It
is worth noting that the national finalists are properly
motivated. KSSHA in collaboration with the private sector
and other organizations have provided cash and material
awards to the finalists.
In 2013, the competition was stiff since all the candidates
made high quality presentations. There was evidence that
they had worked hard in their respective positions therefore propelling their institutions to excellence.
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2.0 PREVIOUS WINNERS
The following are the previous winners since inception of the award scheme in 2008:
YEAR

POYA WINNER

TOYA WINNER

2008

Mr. Agali Otula, Maseno School (Nyanza)

Mr. Hassan Salat Muhammed, Griftu Boys (N. Eastern)

2009

Owuori Godfrey, St Peter’s Mumias

Alice Omari, Pangani Girls, Nairobi

2010

Mrs. Juliet Kariuki, St. Mary’s Igoji (Eastern)

Mr. Daniel N. Oloo, Maranda High School (Nyanza)

2011

Mr. David Kariuki, Alliance High School
(Central)

Eunice M. Wambua, Precious Blood Kilungu

2012

Mr. Boaz Owino, Principal, Maranda High Sch.

Annette Wanyonyi, Mukumu Girls High School.

(Nyanza)

3.0 THE 2013 NATIONAL EVALUATION
PROCEDURE
The rationale for evaluation of TOYA and POYA in 2013
was similar to the previous years. The nominees underwent the following four stages of rigorous assessment:-

the “congruence” using all round performance indicators.
These included access (to school and subject), retention,
completion, attendance, attainment, academic achievement, innovativeness, resourcefulness and focus.

b) Stage 2-Written Quiz
a) Stage 1 – Presentation to the Conference
Audience
Each TOYA and POYA competitor was given 10 minutes
and 15 minutes respectively to present to the audience a
talk on their performance and why they felt they should
be considered for the Award. The aim of the presentation
was to give the audience a chance to listen to them and
learn the best practices and strategies which they could
adopt in their schools. These presentations provided an
opportunity for the audience and the assessors to objectively evaluate the TOYA and POYA nominees. In addition,
it enabled the audience to interact with the awardees.
Besides, the nominees’ presentations were assessed on
various performance parameters which included; honesty,
mannerism, articulation, audibility, resource use and
management, effective preparation, time management
and audience control.
The presentation was further corroborated with tangible evidence provided by each awardee with a view
to authenticate the validity and the truthfulness of the
achievements narrated. In a nutshell, the TOYA and
POYA were expected to explicate their vision, the most
brilliant achievements, child welfare and care, issues of
moral considerations, strategic/tactical planning, commitment to team work and changing the school towards
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Both the POYA and TOYA nominees were then subjected
to 30 minutes written aptitude tests. The tests covered
the following key areas;
a) Consistency skills quiz (POYA)
b) Attitude to change test (POYA and TOYA)
c) Emotional expressiveness test (POYA and TOYA)
d) Propensity for risk taking test (POYA)
e) The work attitude quiz (TOYA)
f) Attitude towards helping others (TOYA)
g) Leadership and motivation (POYA and TOYA)
The tests were aimed at assessing the individual’s
qualities which include virtues such as fearless fortitude,
truthfulness, honesty, enthusiasm, pro-activeness and
reflectivity. These were further verified through individual
assessments, clinical supervision and peer assessment.
These instruments therefore gauge the teachers’ effectiveness by assessing their intellectual abilities, emotions,
perception of themselves and how they relate with others.
Thus, the POYA/TOYA were provided with a merited
scale and they gave a complete and realistic picture of
themselves.
The POYA/TOYA assessment of 2013, embraced the
centrality of education as enshrined in the 2013 Basic
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Education Act which emphasizes the tenets of access, equity, quality and relevance in the attainment of education
for all Kenyans. The assessors looked for the contribution
of each of the awardees towards the achievement of
the mentioned tenets as community leaders as well as
educationists.
The aptitude tests for both TOYA and POYA were based
on the premise that:A good classroom teacher or head teacher should
be able to help and uplift others in the department.
Hence the section on emotional expressiveness
scale was meant to engage the nominees’ ability to
illuminate, heal, guide and empower colleagues who
work with them.
The risk taking instrument was based on the fact that,
charismatic and good leaders not only have an action
orientation, they are also willing to take sensible risks.
It was also meant to reflect on the propensity of the
awardees in taking risks for goodness of the learner.
This also tested their ability to endure storms by realizing that storms never last and that life is a daring
adventure.
The Emotional Expressiveness Scale instrument tested
the level of the magnetic and charismatic emotions of
the awardees and how these influenced or affected
their performance, emotional behavior in expressing their feelings to others, their emotional stability
and how they articulate their feelings through the
provided test item options and their emotional intelligence. The key issue is that “a leader should keep his
temper because no one wants it”.

38th

The work attitude instrument was used to test one’s
attitude and motivation, an important trait in leadership. The following attributes were considered;
- a sense of mission
- concern about results and processes
- mental and physical toughness
- great power of concentration
- sensor acuity (by responding to the clues of the
environment)
- being result oriented
- ability to correct the course without losing the
direction; and a penchant self-management
- ability to drive others to get to the height of their
potential
These aptitude tests confirm that a good teacher or
head teacher is the one who feels self propelled and self
employed, and in essence, their attitude should be that of
abundant mentality and NOT scarcity mentality.
In conclusion, the written quiz was meant to make the
evaluators have a dip-stick impression of the awardees
personality and learn their characters especially as to
what extent they can charm, inspire and influence others
to learn or work with magnetic passion and personality.
This is in agreement with Zig Ziglar’s environment adaptation that “when obstacles arise, you change your direction to reach your goal; you do not change your decision
to get there”. That is, never give up as was expressed by
Winston Churchill.
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c) Stage 3 – Standards and Verifiable Performance Indicators
The team based their evaluation on the seven internationally recognized performance standards as propelled by the
verifiable performance indicators namely:
STANDARDS
1

VERIFIABLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Curriculum Attainment a) Effective Implementation of the curriculum
- Interpretation of policies e.g. Time table policy adherence (child
centeredness, vertical vis avis horizontal)
- Key tools or quality indicators like Schemes of Work, Lesson Planning, Assessment Records, Records of work covered and School
Based Tests
b) Co-curricula activities - Performing arts, sports and games, science
and engineering fairs, clubs, environmental activities etc
c) Personal and Social Development
- Development of positive values and attitude
- Attainment of life skills

2

Teaching and Learning a) Quality of teaching processes e.g Teacher learner dialogue, exposition
and explanations, teaching approaches, utilization of available resources
etc
b) Suitability of learners needs - Pace of learning (syllabus coverage),
relevance to learner’s interest and experience, attention to those with
special needs.
c) Quality of learning process - Motivation and progress in learning,
independent and cooperative learning
d) Assessment and evaluation - Methods, recording, information, quality
of communication within the school, development of self evaluation skills
and School Based Quality Assurance

3

School as a Social Unit

a) Morale of the school - Identity, pride, belongingness, equity, security,
equality etc
b) Effective use of time - Attendance, punctuality, best use of time etc
c) Value and norms - Ethical standards, care, respect, tolerance, selfdiscipline
d) Pastoral care and guidance - Relationship with home, guidance,
support, transfer of information when a learner changes a school etc
e) School discipline - Rules/regulations, enforcement system, re-address
system
f) Career - Guidance, information, advice etc for choice of subjects and
careers
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4

STANDARDS

VERIFIABLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Management and
Leadership process

a) Policy, planning and implementation e.g school development
planning
b) Curriculum and attainment – providing relevant information to
teachers, effective time tabling, tracking/monitoring attainment
c) Administration – delegation, responsibility, storage and retrieval of
information, compliance to Government requirements e.g. Tendering,
management of absenteeism etc
d) Leadership – professional competence, (Expertise power),
commitment, ability to direct, inspire and motivate
e) Staff Management – appraisal, development, definition of duties,
grievance procedure, ensuring compliance etc
f) Management of Physical Resources – Utilization, maintenance,
inventory control and management of resources for teaching and
learning
g) Management of finances - Utilization, BOG involvement, budgeting
and accounting (using the available records at MOE school audit unit)
h) Quality Assurance
- School aims and policies
- Ensure that work is done
- School self evaluation
- School Development Planning prioritizing

5

Link with community
and others

a) Parents – procedures of communication, quality of information, coresponsibility for learners progress etc
b) Community – community participation and services
c) Private public partnership

6

Provision of resources

a) Human resources
b) Physical resources-basics and prioritization
c) Finance – collection of revenues, fund raising, government finances,
income generating activities

7

Links with other
schools

a) Joint working relations – pulling of resources
b) Effectiveness of cluster activities e.g Bench marking
c) Effectiveness of links with regions/provinces/international levels
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STANDARDS VERIFIABLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Curriculum Attainment
a) Effective Implementation of the curriculum
Interpretation of policies e.g. Time table policy
adherence (child centeredness, vertical vis avis
horizontal)
Key tools or quality indicators like Schemes of
Work, Lesson Planning, Assessment Records,
Records of work covered and School Based Tests
b) Co-curricula activities
Performing arts, sports and games, science and
engineering fairs, clubs, environmental activities
etc

Ethical standards, care, respect, tolerance, selfdiscipline
d) Pastoral care and guidance
Relationship with home, guidance, support,
transfer of information when a learner changes a
school etc
e) School discipline
Rules/regulations, enforcement system, readdress system
f) Career
Guidance, information, advice etc for choice of
subjects and careers

c) Personal and Social Development
Development of positive values and attitude

4. Management and Leadership process

Attainment of life skills

a) Policy, planning and implementation e.g school
development planning

2. Teaching and Learning
a) Quality of teaching processes e.g
Teacher learner dialogue, exposition and explanations, teaching approaches, utilization of available resources etc
b) Suitability of learners needs
Pace of learning (syllabus coverage), relevance
to learner’s interest and experience, attention to
those with special needs.
c) Quality of learning process
Motivation and progress in learning, independent
and cooperative learning
d) Assessment and evaluation
Methods, recording, information, quality of communication within the school, development of
self evaluation skills and School Based Quality
Assurance

3. School as a Social Unit

b) Curriculum and attainment – providing relevant
information to teachers, effective time tabling, tracking/
monitoring attainment
c) Administration – delegation, responsibility, storage
and retrieval of information, compliance to Government
requirements e.g. Tendering, management of absenteeism
etc
d) Leadership – professional competence, (Expertise
power), commitment, ability to direct, inspire and
motivate
e) Staff Management – appraisal, development, definition
of duties, grievance procedure, ensuring compliance etc
f) Management of Physical Resources – Utilization,
maintenance, inventory control and management of
resources for teaching and learning
g) Management of finances
Utilization, BOG involvement, budgeting and
accounting (using the available records at MOE
school audit unit)
h) Quality Assurance

a) Morale of the school

School aims and policies

Identity, pride, belongingness, equity, security, equality etc

Ensure that work is done

b) Effective use of time

School self evaluation

Attendance, punctuality, best use of time etc

School Development Planning prioritizing

c) Value and norms
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5. Link with community and others

Planning (How to get where we want to be)

a) Parents – procedures of communication, quality of
information, co-responsibility for learners progress etc

Using performance indicators (to track the progress over a period of time)

b) Community – community participation and services
c) Private public partnership

6 Provision of resources
a) Human resources
b) Physical resources-basics and prioritization
c) Finance – collection of revenues, fund raising,
government finances, income generating activities

7. Links with other schools
a) Joint working relations – pulling of resources
b) Effectiveness of cluster activities e.g Bench marking
c) Effectiveness of links with regions/provinces/
international levels

It was also based on transforming performance through
quality assurance and standards both internally and externally. This depended on the democratic space given to
teachers, workers and learners in the classroom or school
by allowing the child to ask questions freely and maximize
on the possibilities to realize their potential. A democratic classroom is said to operate well in a school which
engages in effective instructional programmes, student
activities and record keeping, which were assessed during
the presentation. The main goal of the school, which the
assessment attempted to extract from the nominees, was
the ability to improve and enhance the quality of education of its learners. Thus, the key six verifiable indicators
considered for one to be an effective awardee especially
for the Head teachers were, the responsibility to:
The employer
The profession (lead educator)
The community

Scoring Parameters

The parents

In 2013, the scoring was based on the following parameters;

The members of staff

i) Schools academic performance; mean score, overall
national position among the best 100 schools for
national level or top 100 schools at county level,
performance in teaching subject, school improvement,
subjects national position, subject quality performance
and teachers preparation.
ii) Co-curricular activities (participation and attainment
at district, county, regional, national and international
levels)
iii) Presentation
iv) Aptitude tests
v) Publications
vi) Community relations and others
The evaluation of standards put emphasis on four general
features of effective improvement programme namely:

And above all the learners
d) Stage 4 – OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
The evaluators considered nominee’s personal development especially professional, academic and administrative
aspects achieved through studies, courses, trainings and
publications. In addition, the panel also assessed the role
of the nominee in the community and relevant professional bodies. For Head teachers, the panel also considered
their ability to transform, reclaim and steer their schools
and staff towards success, despite the surmounting challenges.
All these indicators were verified through face to face
interview sessions with each of the fourteen nominees.
During these face to face interviews, the panel of assessors verified the nominees’ documents as part of the
evidence to ascertain their authenticity.

Having a vision (giving meaning to where we
want to be)
Monitoring (we must know where we are in relation to the vision)
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SCORING AND MERITING

4.0 SCORING AND MERITING
4.1 Justification
The scoring sheets (as shown in the subsequent pages)
were based on compressed aspects of the seven key
standards and various verifiable indicators using the
international Cosmic Register System which focuses on
Mathematic and Scientific approach by quantifying, considering the independent and dependent variables and
input against output. The panel also took into account

38
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internationally accepted evaluation indicators used in
the Cosmic Register namely; objectivity, subjectivity and
probability. In addition, the panel resolved that in case of
a tie in computed scores, then the nominee with the best
performance in the area of curriculum implementation be
merited first. A further tie is broken by meriting the one
with the best mean score in the subject.
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4.2 SCORE SHEETS

KENYA SECONDARY SCHOOLS HEADS ASSOCIATION
HEAD TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD (POYA) 2013
NAME …………..……………………………………. TSC………………………….
SCHOOL…………………………………………… PROVINCE……………………
CATEGORY OF SCHOOL………………………. TEACHING SUBJECTS……….

SN
1

b)

c)

d)

38th

SECTION

SCORE

AWARDED

SCHOOL PERFORMANCE- OUT OF 40 max
a) Mean Score -(10 max)
Below: 7.000
7.000-8.000
8.001-10.000
10.001- 12.0000

( 10 max ) √
2
4
6
10

Overall National Position- (for national schools) OR overall
provincial position (for other schools) –
(10 max) √
Above 100
70- 100
40- 69
21 - 30
11- 20
1 – 10

(10 max)

% of candidates with C+ and above KCSE 2012 - (10max)
Below 9%
10 – 20%
21 – 40%
41 – 69%
70 - 80%
Over 90%

(10 max) √

Teaching Subject- (5max)
i) Not teaching
ii) Teaching
iii) Top 100 nationally
iv) Above school mean
v) Improvement (subject)

(5 max) –
Add0
1
2
1

0
2
4
6
8

0
2
4
6
8
10
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SN

SECTION

SCORE

e)

Overall School mean score improvement - 5max
Improvement trend-2011-2012
negative
0.001 to 0.009
0.010 to 0.099
0.10 to 0.599
0.600 to 0.999
Over 1.000

(5 max) √

CO-CURRICULA ACTIVITIES- OUT OF 10max
Participation
District Level
Provincial Level
National Level
International Level
(Award only the highest level reached)

(10 max) √

3

PRESENTATION- OUT OF 20max
Good presentation
Articulation
Time management
Mannerism
Evidence
Resource use
Managing the audience
Audibility

(20 max)Add3
2
2
2
5
2
2
2

4

APTITUDE TEST- OUT OF 20max

2

a) Consistency Test
b) Propensity for Risk Taking Test
c) Emotional Expressiveness Scale Test
d) Attitude to Change
e) Leadership and Motivation

40

38th

AWARDED

0
1
2
3
4
5

1
3
5
7
10

(20max) Add4
4
4
4
4
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SN

SECTION

SCORE

5

PUBLICATIONS- TOTAL -5max
Revision papers/guides
1-3 Books
Over 3
(award highest number of books )

(5max) – √
1
3
5

6

ACADEMICS- OUT OF 15max
Non Graduate
Graduate
Masters & above
(Award the highest only)

(15 max)- √
5
10
15

7

STAFF DEVELOPMENT- OUT OF
5max
Exposure of staff
Promotions

(5 MAX)Add2
3

8

COMMUNITY RELATIONS and
OTHERS-5mx

(5 max)-Add
+

TOTAL

120 MAX

AWARDED

NB
√- -Tick only the correct option
Add -Score and Add total

38th
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KENYA SECONDARY SCHOOLS HEADS ASSOCIATION
TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD (TOYA) 2013
NAME…………………………………………………. TSC………………………….
SCHOOL…………………………………………… PROVINCE……………………
CATEGORY OF SCHOOL………………………. TEACHING SUBJECTS……….

SN
1

b)

c)

OR

d)

42

SECTION
SUBJECT PERFORMANCE- OUT OF 55max
Mean Score -(10 max)
Below 7.000
7.000-8.000
8.001-9.000
9.001-10.000
10.001- 12.0000
Overall National Position- (10 max)
Over 100
91 - 100
61 - 90
31 – 60
1 – 30
CANDIDATURE/ACCESS TO THE SUBJECT
Non –compulsory subjects
Below 10% of the total candidates
10 – 30% of the total candidates
31-50% ,, ,, ,, ,,
51 – 70 % ,, ,, ,, ,,
71 – 90 % ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,
Over 90 % ,, ,, ,, ,,

SCORE

OR
Compulsory Subject
50% of candidates scoring below C+
20- 40% of candidates scoring C+ and above
41 – 60% of candidates scoring C+ and above
61 – 99% of candidates scoring C+ and above
100% of candidates scoring C+ and above

(10 max) √

Subject position in relation to the school mean
0.00-0.094
0.10-0.59
0.60-2.00
Above 2.00

(10 max)√
2
4
8
10

38th

AWARDED

( 10 max)√
2
4
6
8
10
(10 max)√
2
4
6
8
10
(10 max)√
1
2
4
6
8
10

2
4
6
8
10
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SN

SECTION

SCORE

e)

Position of the subject in the school
Above 10
9-10
6–8
3–5
1–2
Subject mean score improvement trend 2011-2012
By 0.001
0.001 to 0.020
0.020 to 0.120
0.120 to 1.000
Over 1.000

(5 max)√
1
2
3
4
5
(10max)√

f)

2

3

4

5

6

PRESENTATION- OUT OF 20 max
Good presentation
Articulation
Time management
Mannerism
Evidence
Resource use
Managing the audience
Audibility
APPTITUDE TEST- OUT OF 20 max
a) Work Attitude
b) Attitude Towards helping others
c) Leadership
d) Emotional Expressive Skill
e) Attitude to Change
ACADEMICS- OUT OF 15 max
Non Graduate
Graduate
Masters & above
(Award the highest only)
PUBLICATIONS- TOTAL 5
Revision papers/guide
1 Book
2–3
Over 3
(award the highest number of books once)
COMMUNITY RELATIONS & OTHERS
TOTAL

AWARDED

2
4
6
8
10
(20 max)-Add
3
2
2
2
5
2
2
2
(20max) Add
3
4
4
5
3
(15 max) √
5
10
15
(5max)√
1
3
5

(5 max) –Add120 MAX

NB
√- -Tick only the correct option
38th

Add -Score and Add total
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5.0 BRIEFS ON 2013 NOMINEES
5.1 TEACHER OF THE YEAR (T.O.Y.A.) NOMINEES
A total of seven regions presented candidates for the 2013 T.O.Y.A awards during the 38th KSSHA conference.
A) HENRY ONYANGO TSC. 372871

c) JOSEPH KAMAU NDIRANGU TSC 363793

School- Cardinal Otunga Girls High, Bungoma County,
Nzoia Region

School- St. Angela’s Girls Kitui; Kitui County, Northern
Region

Category of school- County

Category of school - County

Subject taught- English

He handled English Language in the school in 2012.
Holder of MEd in Education

Academic/Professional qualification- Bachelors of Education currently pursuing a Master’s degree course

Achievements
Taught English Language in 2012 and attained a mean
performance of 9.4349(B) an improvement of +0.339
on the 2011 mean. The mean of the subject was above
school mean by +1.4118. The subject was ranked
position1, position 3 in the County and 115 nationally.
98.01% of the candidates attained C+ and above.
Actively involved in community affairs

subject attained a Mean of 9.5642(B+) an improvement of 0.318 on 2011 mean score. The subject mean
of the subject was above the school mean. The
subject was position 1 in the school, 3 in the County
and 95 nationally.
the subject performance was on an upward trend
from 2005
a KNEC examiner and author of several books including Break through, golden tips, guide books
lawn tennis coach and national umpire with KLTA

coach of table tennis, hockey and volleyball

School lawn tennis team in the nationals 2011 and 2012

challenge noted in publications and professional
development

actively involved in community work

B) MARY KYULE NGONYO TSC 348441

individually digitalized curriculum in his classes
donates books to primary schools and fund raises for
HIV aids orphans

School- Mbuini Mixed Day and Boarding in Machakos
County, Metropolitan Region. Holder of BEd and Masters
Degree in Education

D) PETER AUMA ODHIAMBO TSC 358449

Subject taught- CRE in 2012

Category of school- County

subject attained a mean performance of 8.4285 an improvement of +0.807 and was position 1 in the school,
10 in the county and 497 in the nation. The Mean of
the subject was above the school mean of 4.833.
92.58% of the candidates attained a mean grade of
C+ and above.
is an examiner, Director of studies and member of G
&C
challenge note in involvement in community activities
and publications

School-St Mary’s School Yala, Siaya County, Lake Region
Subject taught- Mathematics and attained a Mean score
of 9.0873 and improvement of +0.1463 on 2011 mean
however the subject mean was below school mean by
-0.193.
A total of 77.7% of the candidates achieved a mean grade
of C+ and above in Maths in 2012
Noted improvement in performance of maths in all the
schools he has taught in
Training of teachers in ICT under Microsoft, British Council
Badiliko project
Head of delegation to teachers who visted Ghana and UK
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Chairman of Maths panel in the district

F) FRANCIS MAINGI MUKORA - TSC 390449

Introduced maths contests in the County and among
schools

School-Molo Academy Boys High; Nakuru County; Nakuru
Region

In charge of an orphan trust

Category of school- County

Challenge is limited publications and professional development

Subject taught-Chemistry in 2012 and obtained a Mean
grade of 11.3396 (A-) an improvement of +0.666 over 2011
mean. The subject was ranked position 2 in the school, 2
in Nakuru County and 2 nationally. The mean score was
above the school mean by +0.906. 98.1% of the candidates’ attained grade C+ and above and only one out the
enrolled 53 had a mean grade of C (Plain)

E) ESTHER MUREKE NJERI TSC. 450204
School-Nyeri High School, Nyeri County; Abadares
Region.
Teacher of German and English
She handled German in 2012 KCSE and attained a mean
of 9.593 a drop in performance of -0.296 from 2011 mean
score. The subject was position 4 in the school; 1 in the
county and 18 nationally. The subject performed above
the school mean by +0.118. Only 27 out of the 212 candidates enrolled for the subject (12.7%)
Was a swimming coach though the school did not own a
swimming pool’
Presented students for the President’s Award Scheme
Involved in community work at King’ong’o Prison i.e.
teaching of inmates, mentoring, planting of trees, construction of library; St. Johns Ambulance Patron.

Noted continuous improvement in performance of chemistry from 2008
Academic/Professional qualification- Masters
Was dorm master, house teacher, science club Patron
Utilized practical approach to teaching of chemistry and
applied SMASSE techniques of improvisation.
Examiner of with KNEC and judge at science congress
and was a student of MSc at Kenyatta University
Challenges noted in publications and involvement in community activities

5.2 POYA NOMINEES SUMMARY

Took students to Turkey for global financial award competition

MR. MAURICE OGUTU ADERA TSC304351

German radio teacher

Taught History and CRE. The school attained a mean
score of 9.463 (B) in 2012. This was an improvement
from 9.165 in 2011 and was ranked position 1 in Homa bay
county, 16 in the County category and 54 nationally.

Challenge noted in publications,
F) JOSEPH NDIANGUI NDIRITU TSC 359049
School-Kombeni Girls, Kilifi County; Mombasa Region
Category of school- County
Holder of BEd degree; He taught English Language in
2012 and attained a Mean of 7.5142 an improvement of
+0.0912; the subject was ranked position 2 in the school, 2
in kilifi county and 595 nationally. The mean of the subject
was +1.237 above the school mean and 73% of the candidates attained a mean grade of C+ and above.
The strength was in Team Teaching, peer teaching; group
work adequate syllabus coverage.
Was a director of school choir, chorals at national level
Authored a revision book

Principal Agoro Sare, Homabay County, Lake Region.

95.39% of the candidates attained C+ and above mean
score
Taught History in 2012 and the subject registered a mean
of 10.7 an improvement from 10.2 in 201; national position
was 31
The school had a strategic plan; advertised for prefects’
positions
Was involved in many academic committees both regional and local
The school participated in several co-curricular activities
up to national Gala
Actively involved in community activities and utilized
SWOT analysis in school management
Improved discipline in the school
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Was head of delegation for teachers on a tour of Germany

ROSEMARY WANASWA TSC- 184447

Established internal quality assurance system in the
school

Principal of St. Brigids, Trans Nzoia county; Nzoia region.

HENRY KIPTIONY KIPLANGAT- TSC 305573

The school attained a mean score of 9.872 (B+) an improvement from 9.609 in 2011.

Principal and CEO Moi High School Kabarak in Nakuru
County; Nakuru region; Teacher of Geography. The School
attained a Mean score of 11.265 in 2012 an improvement
from 10.994 attained in 2011 and was position 1 nationally.
All the candidates (100%) achieved a mean of C+ and
above.
Geography had a mean of 11.02 in 2012 from 10.84 in 2011
however the mean was lower than the school mean and
was position 4 nationally
The institution had a strategic plan
The school was active in co-curricular activities and had
competed at national levels in Music and drama
The school had several profitable income generating
activities and internal bursary programme for the needy
students
Was actively involved in community activities
Had encouraged all the teachers to attain skills in ICT
through acquisition of lap tops
Holder of Presidential awards OGW and MBS and a Phd
student

A Bachelor of Education degree graduate and an active
teacher of CRE.

It was ranked position 1 in Trans Nzoia,19 among national
schools and 40 nationally.
The subject CRE achieved a mean of 10.698, an improvement from 9.87 in 2011 and was position 7 nationally.
The school had a broad curriculum; noted increased enrolment and expansion of facilities; catered for expectant
girls in the school; championed innovation and creativity
in the school; established profitable income generating
activities for school workers; active involvement in community service and author of several school text books.
HELLEN NECHESA MACHUKA- TSC 325305
Principal of Kombeni Girls, Kilifi county, in Mombasa
region. Holds a master’s degree in education and teacher
of Agriculture. The school attained a mean grade of
6.2633 in 2012, an improvement from 5.529 in 2011. Was
ranked 2 in Kilifi County, 903 in the nation. 37.86% of the
girls obtained C+ and above.

Challenge note in publications

She did not handle a candidate class in 2012, however in
2011 her mean score in Agriculture was 6.75.

MRS. FLORAH MULATYA TSC- 324535

The school presented both the 2013 TOYA and POYA
candidates for the region.

Principal of Machakos Girls High School in Machakos
County, Metropolitan Region. Holder of a Masters Degree
in Education and a teacher of CRE. The school attained
a mean score of 9.266 in 2012 from 8.84 in 2011and was
position 1 in Machakos County; 29 among county schools
77 nationally. The subject CRE had a mean of 9.1 and
registered a negative deviation from 2011 results. 97% of
students in CRE attained C+ and above.
The school had a strategic plan
There was a support Kit for disadvantaged girls
Was a Director of Tanathi Water Board

She initiated a number of income generating projects like
a bakery, fish pond, dairy and computerized the school
systems
Actively involved in community service.
ESTHER NYAMBURA WAIGWA- TSC 141704
Principal Loise Nanyuki Girls, in Laikipia County; Abardare
Region.
A Diploma in Education holder and a teacher of CRE

Promoted the use of ICT in the school

The school had attained a mean of 8.02, a decline from
8.094 realized in 2011.

Challenge noted in publications

90% of the girls had grade C+ and above
The school had a strategic plan and several income gener-
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ating activities
The Principal had a passion in promoting education for
needy students

The school presented both 2013 TOYA and POYA candidates from Mombasa region

Had facilitated development of infrastructure in the young
school

The school had a strategic plan and strong staff welfare

Noted challenge in publications, and academics.

Best girls in 2012 KCSE were from the school

LENAH NGESA KIKUYU TSC. 348620
Principal St. Angela’s Girls, Kitui County; Northern Region.
A holder of Bachelors in Education degree and a teacher
of Geography

Participated in co-curriculum activities up to national level
The school offers inclusive education and ensures that all
students are maintained in school by supplementing their
fees
Challenges noted in publications and participation in community activities.

The school had a mean of 8.992 an improvement from
8.6409 in 2011
The school was ranked number 46 among county schools,
123 nationally and position 3 in Kitui county
95% of the candidates had a C+ and above.
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6.0. PERFORMANCE
Out of the eight regions, seven submitted POYA and TOYA nominees. There were no TOYA and POYA representatives
from Garissa region.
The Panel noted with appreciation the high level of performance by the competitors. All the seven TOYA candidates
scored between 60 and 79 percent. There was only one POYA candidate who scored below 50%. The table below gives
a summary of the 2013 performance in percentage form.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
RANGE IN %

POYA NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE (%)
PEOPLE

TOYA NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE (%)
PEOPLE

80-90

2

28.57

0

0

70-79

2

28.57

3

42.86

60-69

2

28.57

4

57.14

Below 50

1

14.29

0

0

TOTAL

7

100

7

100

It was noted that most of the teachers were pursuing higher professional courses and this contributed to their immense
knowledge, skills and competences which were explicitly evident during this exercise. We wish to commend them for
this worthy effort and thank the TSC for facilitating them.

7.0 OBSERVATIONS:
a) The documentary evidence provided by some of the
nominees was not adequate particularly in the area
of professional records. Most schemes of work, lesson
plans, lesson notes, records of work and mark books
presented could not be authenticated in terms of
ownership.
b) In some cases, the analysis of KCSE examination
results were not segregated to individual subject
teachers hence it was difficult placing the actual
teacher’s performance.
c) The documents and CVs of the nominees were not
submitted in time to the National Selection Panel as
per the stipulated dead line of 1st May, 2013.
d) This year, Garissa region was not represented. This
is a worrying scenario given that only one teacher
represented the region in 2012.
e) Some of the presenters emphasized personal at-
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tributes at the expense of the core professional
concerns of their presentations.
f) Relaying of information to the nominees was not
appropriately done. Some nominees delayed to arrive in good time and did not carry all their required
resources. They were also disadvantaged because of
hurried travel.
g) Some face to face interactions revealed that some
teachers did not follow policy guidelines in curriculum implementation. For instance, some schools
prioritized syllabus coverage at the expense of other
important aspects of the curriculum. This denied
students their opportunity to grow holistically.
h) The Aptitude Tests in relation to emotional expressiveness revealed that most teachers and Head
teachers had a low propensity towards their students
and those around them emotionally.
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
a) There is need to ensure that all professional records presented are well dated, approved and bear the
details of the nominee.
b) We reiterate that the Nominees should submit the relevant documents in time (by 1st of May) to allow
for thorough interrogation and actual visit of the schools by National Assessment Panel.
c) The nominees should equip themselves with all the evidence to support their presentation.
d) Apart from the certificates issued to the schools in co-curricular activities, nominees should also avail
proof of their participation.
e) For POYA, analysis of the KCSE results should discriminate the nominees for objective assessment by the
panelists at all levels.
f) We also reiterate that the TOYA and POYA winners be recognized and motivated further by the Teachers
Service Commission through promotion.
g) The KSSHA should explore the possibility of expanding the TOYA and POYA to carter for different categories of subjects and schools e.g private versus public.
h) The nominees should get communication on the TOYA/POYA programme in good time to ensure thorough preparation.
i) Participation in POYA and TOYA scheme should be made mandatory for all levels in all regions.
j) A strict selection procedure should be adhered to in identifying the representatives at all levels
k) Adherence to policy guidelines on the implementation of the curriculum should not be compromised in
the name of the mean score.
l) There is need for teachers to ‘unmask’ themselves, be humane and social with those they relate and interact with for their individual well being and institutional development.

38th
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APPENDIX I: TOYA AWARDS SUMMARY TABLE - 2013
SUBJECT
PERFORMCE (55)

SN

NAME

REGION

SCHOOL

1

JOSEPH KAMAU NDIRANGU
TSC 363793

NORTHN

ST. ANGELAS KITUI

37

2

FRANCIS MAINGI MUKORA
TSC 390449

NAKURU

MOLO ACDMY

49

3

HENRY ONYANGO OMOLLO
TSC 372871

NZOIA

CARDINAL OTUNGA
GIRLS

39

4

ESTHER NJERI MUREKE
TSC. 450204

ABDRES

NYERI HIGH

28

5

MARY NGONYO KYULE
TSC 348441

METRO

MBUINI MIXED

35

6

PETER AUMA ODHIAMBO
TSC 358449

LAKE

ST. MARY’S YALA

31

7

JOSEPH NDIANGUI NDERITU
TSC 359049

MBSA

KOMBENI GIRLS

33

N/B. No participant from Garissa Region
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PRESENTN
(20)

38th

APPTITUDE ACADEMICS PUBLICATIONS
TEST (20)
(15)
(5)

COMMUNITY &
OTHERS (5)

TOTAL
(120)

Percent
%

17.74

16

15

5

4

94.74

78.95

17.50

15

10

1

1

93.50

77.92

18.52

16

10

1

4

88.52

73.76

18.38

20

10

1

5

82.38

68.65

14.36

15

15

1

2

82.36

68.63

18.50

15

10

1

4

79.50

66.25

16.50

13

10

1

3

76.50

63.75
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APPENDIX II: POYA AWARDS SUMMARY TABLE - 2013

SN NAME

REGN

SCHOOL
CO-CURRI-CULAR PRESENTATION
PERFORMANCE (40)
(10)
(20)

1

ROSEMARY WANASWA
TSC- 184447

NZOIA

31

10

19.34

2

HENRY KIPTIONY
NKRU
KIPLANGAT - TSC 305573

37

7

18.73

3

MAURICE ADERA OGUTU
LAKE
TSC 304351

32

7

18.56

4

FLORAH MULATYA
TSC- 324535

METRO

26

5

18.94

5

LENAH NGESA KIKUYU
TSC. 348620

NRTH

24

7

15.85

6

HELLEN NCHESA
MACHUKA - TSC 325305

MBSA

11

7

18.54

7

ESTHER NYAMBURA
WAIGWA - TSC141704

ABDRS

17

5

13.80

N/B. No participant from Garissa.
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APPTITUDE PUBLICATIONS ACADEMICS
STAFF
TEST (20)
(5)
(15)
DEVELOPMENT (5)

38th

COMMUNITY &
OTHERS (5)

TOTAL Percent
(120)
%

12

5

10

5

5

97.34

81.12

12

1

15

1

5

96.73

80.61

12

1

10

4

5

89.56

74.95

12

3

15

4

4

87.94

73.28

11

1

10

3

2

73.85

61.54

13

1

15

4

3

72.54

60.45

7

1

5

3

2

53.80

44.83
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APPENDIX III
TOYA-AWARDS 2013

SN NAME

SCHOOL

REGION

SCHL
ENTRY

SUBJEC

1

JOSEPH NDIANG’UI NDIRITU

KOMBENI GIRLS

MBSA

140

ENGLISH

2

MUREKE ESTHER KURIA

NYERI HIGH

ABDRES

212

GERMAN

3

AUMA ODHIAMBO PETER

ST. MARY’S YALA

LAKE

229

MATH

OMOLO HENRY ONYANGO

CARDINAL OTUNGA NZOIA

156

ENGLISH

JOSEPH KAMAU NDIRANGU

ST. ANGELA’S

NRTHN

140

ENGLISH

FRANCIS MUKORA MAINGI

MOLO ACDMY

NKRU

53

CHEM

MARY N. KYULE
TSC-348441

MBUINI HIGH

METRO

37

CRE
HIST

4

5

6

7
8

MOS- Mean of subject

54

38th
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POSITION

SUBJ
ENT

MOS
2012

MOS
2011

SCHL

COUNTY

NAT

SMS

DEV from Schl
mean

140

7.5142
(0.0912)

7.423

2

2

595

6.2633

1.237

27

9.593
(-0.296)

9.889

4

1

18

9.475

0.118

229

9.0873
(0.1463)

8.941

6

2

92

9.28

-0.193

156

9.4359
(0.339)

9.061

1

3

115

8.0241

1.4118

140

9.5642
(0.318)

9.2460

1

3

95

53

11.3396
(0.666)

10.673

2

2

2

10.434

0.906

14

8.4285
(0.807)

7.622

1

10

497

4.833

3.5955

				

SMS-School mean Score					

38th

8.9921

0.572

( )- subject mean score deviation
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Appendix IV: K.S.S.H.A – POYA AWARDS DATA- 2013
COMPARATIVE SCHOOL PERFORMANCE FOR NOMINEES IN KCSE 2012

S.N

NP

SCHOOL

REGION

ENT

A

A-

B+

B

1.

903

KOMBENI GIRLS HIGH

MOMBASA

140

0

5

6

6

2.

253

ST. LOICE NANYUKI
GIRLS

ABADARES

40

0

0

5

10

3.

54

AGORO SARE HIGH

LAKE

220

14

43

66

37

4.

40

ST. BRIGIDS GIRLS

NZOIA

178

6

46

39

50

5.

123

ST. ANGELA’S GIRLS

NORTHERN

140

3

18

32

34

6.

1

MOI KABARAK

NAKURU

253

91

100

39

15

7.

77

MACHAKOS GIRLS

METROPOLITAN 202

4

35

55

53

8

-

.-

GARISSA

NP – National Performance 		

DEV- Deviation

MS – Mean Score
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B-

C+

C

C-

D+

D

D-

E

X

Y

AB

MS
2012

DEV

MS
2011

20

16

31

32

18

4

2

0

0

0

0

6.2633

0.7343

5.529

12

9

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.0221

-0.072 8.0943

28

19

8

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

9.4631

0.2977

27

9

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.8722

0.2625 9.6097

26

20

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.9921

0.3512 8.6409

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11.2650

0.2708

32

17

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9.2621

0.4178
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Appendix V
POYA – AWARDS KCSE PERFORMANCE GRADE PERCENTAGES 2012

S.N

CODE

1.

04122109

2.

305141

3.

41710301

SCHOOL

HEAD TEACHER

ENT

KOMBENI GIRLS

MRS. HELLEN MACHUKA
TSC. 325305

140

ST. LOICE NANYUKI GIRLS MRS. ESTHER NYAMBURA WAIGWA

AGORO SARE HIGH

40

MR. MAURICE ADERA
TSC. 304351

220

4.

23500003 ST. BRIGIDS GIRLS

MRS. ROSEMARY WANASWA
TSC. 184447

178

5.

133302103 ST. ANGELA’S GIRLS KITUI

LENAH KIKUYU NGESA
TSC.348620

140

6.

27552001

MOI HIGH KABARAK

MR. HENRY KIPTIONY KIPLANGAT
TSC. 305573

253

7.

12301702

MACHAKOS GIRLS

MRS. FLORAH MULATYA
TSC 324535

202
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POSITION
MEAN
6.2633 C

8.0221 B-

9.4631 B

9.872 B+

8.9921 B

11.2652

9.2620

38th

%B+ AND ABOVE

% C+ AND ABOVE

NAT

COUNTY

903

2

7.86

37.86

253

6

12.50

90.00

54

1

56.68

95.39

40

1

51.12

99.44

123

3

37.14

95.06

1

1

90.91

100

77

1

46.53

97.03
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APPENDIX VI
MEMBERS OF THE PANEL
Mr. Mohammed M Mwinyipembe
Chairman and National Moderator

-

Ag.Director Quality Assurance and Standards 			

Mrs. Susan T. Njau
and Standards,

-

Ag. Senior Deputy Director Quality Assurance 			

Mr. Isaac Gitau
Post Primary (TSC)

-

Ag.Deputy Director Teacher management 			

Mr. Jared Obiero

-

Senior Assistant Director (QAS)

Mrs. Alice Gichana

-

Ass. Director ( QAS )

Mr. Patrick S. Khaemba

-

Ass. Director ( QAS )
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